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French Lose 10,000 Men and 150 Field Guns in Luneville Battle
GERMAN CRUELTY CATTARO forts JAPAN WILL NOT
NO MAHER WHAT FRANCE'S FATE MAY BE, WE
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STICK TOGETHER AND OVERTHROW THE

DESTROYED

BY

DENOUNCED

AUSTRIAN

THEY ALLEGE RULES OF CIVILIZED WARFARE WERE

RIATIC

London, Aug. 25.

In a dispatch

from Antwerp the correspondent
of the Exchange Telegram company 6ays that German troops had
attacked Malines and in the fight
which lasted four hours were
driven out by the Belgians. The
Belgians pursued the Germans in
the direction of Vllvorde.

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS
Namur, the Belgian fortress, has fallen into German hands, according
to the official press bureau In London.
Details of the fighting were not
given. English newspapers regard the fall as Inexplicable.
Berlin dispatches say five of the forts of Namur and the city itself
have fallen, and the capture of remaining four forts is imminent

reverse to the forces of the allies Is generally admitted by the
and French newspapers, which say today: "News Is decidedly bad."
While plainly expressing chagrin at the failure cf their forces they declare the retrograde movement toward the line of strong defensive works
near the frontier has been carried out in good order.
A

Russian
frontier.

attack

on

the

Germans Move Forward
I'aris, Aug. 25. The following official announcement was made here to- ..
;
day:
"The German offensive movement
in the north, which was stopped yesterday, appears today to have been
resumed. The enemy, however. Is bearmy acting
ing held back'by
In conjunction '.witji an English army
and a Belgian army.
"The armies of the allies surprised
tlio enemy an drove back their adhave
vance detachments:. The all
The
Marlines.
Belgian
gone beyond.
army came from Antwerp."
"In Lorraine, after the counter
of yesterday the right of the
French forces Svitfi drew to the river
Mortagne wbic'i is a continuation of
the Meurthe, from Luneville to Nan
cy. In Alsace, town troops repunea
a number of C .n;m attacks drrected
V.
against Colmai v
of
"The report of tiie
Muelhausen by tbe Germans is with
out foundation. Moreover, the theater
of operations in Alsace is becoming of
secondary importance."
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Toldo, Aug. 25. There are many
In Tokio that Japan Is con

Rome, Aug. 25, (via London) A dispatch to the Corrier d' Italia from
Montenegro, says the fortifications of Cattaro, the Austrian seaport
in Dalmatia, on the Adriatic, have been
completely destroyed and that the
Austrian commander Is now parleying
for terms of surrender. The bombard
ment or Cattaro was conducted by a
fleet ot the allies.
i,

dreting her hostilities against Kiao
Chow, the German leased territory
In China, with the greatest delineation and circumspection. She desti s
to avoid any unnecessary sacrifice f
life, and will not risk her warshh
unnecessarily: It Is reported that t
EHW.ber-o- t
nifties have bw a seen flo; '
uu in the waters around Klao Chow
A number of Japanese sailors an.l
t
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It is. assumed that the allies are falling back on their first line of
defensive works, running from Maubeuge in a southeasterly direction by
way of Hirzon, Mezieres, Verdun, Montmedy, St Mihlel, ToUl and Epinal,
following
Loudon, Aug. 25. The
all of which are strong fortresses and are interspersed
with ' smaller
announcement was given out today by
Gisuch
Les
as
works
Paroches, Pianville,
Ayevelle, Genicourt, Troyon,
the official information bureau:
Behind these lies another strong line of
ronville and
"The Belgian minister in London
In
to
25.
fortifications from St Quentln
the north through Loan and Reims
Basel, Switzerland, Aug.
made the following statement:
has
News has reached here that a' the great entrenched camp at Chalons.
" 'In spite of solemn assurance of
French force of Turcos, Zouaves
The English newspapers declare that both the English and Russians
good will and treaty obligations of
and Senagaleze, during the fightare determined to "fight to a finish," whatever the outlook may be at
leng Btanding, Germany has made a
ing in upper Alsace, entered and
present. They say the possession of Namur was vital for Germany and
ravage and utterly unwarranted attack
of
towns
almost'- destroyed the
that It "was a fine stroke foi" the Germans to have rushed the place tinder
on Belgium." However sore pressed
Flachslanden, Jagsdorf and Lanthe' eyes of. the Allied armies." ..
.
we may be Belgium never YVucctf1
and
ier, Brunnstatt, Heiweiler
In other parts of Belgium fighting is still in progress and. a report
unfairly 'she 'never will etojj
French
Wounded
Morschweiler.
from Ostend says 30,000 Germans have attacked Malines, 13 miles from
the laws and customs,
soldiers who have crossed the
Antwerp. Charleroie has also been the scene of hot fighting, this time
mate warfare. She is putting up a
Swiss frontier and are interned
between the French and German troops, and a fresh encounter is believed
brave fight against overwhelming
here, speak very highly of the
to have begun there today.
odds. She may be beaten; she may
bravery of the German troops.
Twenty-fivthousand Germans have been surrounded between Courtral
be crushed; but to quote the words
an Ostend dispatch to the London Daily Ex
to
and
our noble king, she never will be
of
Anzeghem,
Ostend
according
at
25.
Fighting
The Journal
Paris, Aug.
enslaved.
A
from
25.
press.
dispatch
Ixmdon, Aus?.
this afternoon says It has obtain" 'When German troops invaded our
Brussels has been left by the main body of German troops, who have Ostend to the Evening News says
ed from an authoritative source
there is fierce fighting between the country, the Belgian government isproceeded on their way to the front.
the news that in 'a battle fought
Russian reports relate the advance of the Russian army In eastern
Belgian gendarmes and the German sued a public statement which was
yesterday an uncle of Emperor
too
ela
caution
Prussia.
Russian
cavalry In the outskirts of the city. pjaearded in every town, village and
officers, however,
great
against feeling
William, commanding the imperial
German
Wounded are bjng brought in.
out
hurnlet, warning all- - civilians to abover
the
was
tion
the
that
killed.
successes,
territory
pointing
preliminary
guard,
encounforstain scrupulously from hostile acts
the
line
of
the
Russian
about the Vistula is strongly fortified along the
Tbe dispatch" adds that
Ger- against the troops of the enemies, the
of
detachment
ward march.
a
Nish, Servia, Aug. 25 (via Lonwas
between
ter
has daily published simdon). Servian troops reoccupied
Newspaper dispatches assert 'that the Austrian fortified port of Cat- - man cavalrymen and 200 gendarmes. Belgian press
In
broadcast
notices
through the
ilar
the
Sabac (Shabats) at 4 o'clock in
early
that
Germans,
tarro Dalmatia has been destroyed by the allied fleets.
It appears
their
lat'd.
while
way
the afternoon of Monday, August
making
the
morning,
Dispatches from the Servian provisional capital Nish record the victor
24, according to an official an"Nevertheless, the German authorifrom Snaskerke to Ostend, came into
ious offensive movement of the Servians and Montenegrins against the
vicinitIn
the
nouncement made today. The
the
with
have issued statements lately conguards
contact
ties
Austrians, who are said to have suffered severely.
miles taining grave imputations against the
some
Austrians have been thrown back
three
y-of
Leffinghae,
A Swiss business man reports the garrison of Strassburg to have suson the other bank of the river
attitude of the Belgian civilian popu
from Ostend.
an appalling total of casualties at Schirmeck, where 5,500 Germans
tained
terSave and every bit of Servian
lation and threatening us at the same
Germans
the
After a fierce fight
went Into the engagement and only 1,800 returned.
ritory has now been cleared of the
loss of time with dire reprisals. These imthe
with
back
were
driven
A German dirigible balloon which had floyn over Antwerp yesterday
enemy. The retreating Austrians
and an officer wounded, putations are contrary to the real
was brought down by the Belgian artillery today and 15 of the occupants several men
devastated Servian villages and
lost three killed facts, and as to threats of future ventaken prisoners, according to a newspaper dispatch. Another telegram while the gendarmes
massacred the Inhabitants. ' Sabac
geance, no menace of odious reprisals
several wounded.
r
is on the river Save, 27 miles west
says bombs dropped from the balloon caused several deaths and one of and
on the part of German troops will
the missiles struck a hospital, which, however, was occupied only by the
of Belgrade.
from
prothe Belgian government
Charleroi Fight Described
medical and nursing staffs.
....
before the civilized world
25. A traveler who has testing
Paris
Aug.
A wireless dispatch from the foreign office in Berlin to the German
London, Aug. 24, 3:52 p. m. The
come to Paris from Charleroi was a against the fearful crimes committed
official war information bureau says: embassy at Washington records a severe defeat of the French troops by
of part of the fighting at wilfully and deliberately by the
"It is announced that Namur has the Germans in a battle which raged August 17 to 21, and in the course witness
'hosts acainst helpless non- He has related his expert- of which more than 150 field guns and 10,000 prisoners were captured. It that place.
lallen."
.
o n.
T) . f ! t rrl-- mo
combatants, old men, women and chilThe above dispatch, as Indicated, says Luneville was taken by the Germans and that the army of General ences to a reporter oi
dren.' "
sien as follows:
waB filed in London at 3:52 o'clock Joffre, the French commander in chief, was broken up, making probable
15 miles from
at
Foreux,
I
was
"Long is the list of outrages comMonday afternoon and received in a concentric advance of all the German army towards Paris. A wireless
was ra mitted by German troops. The ap- where
i
From
Fsnnelines.
New York at 6:15 o'clock this (Tues- - dispatch adds that the Duke of Wurtemburg's army, marching through
tioned 1 could see the passing for hours pitlHng details of these atrocities are
dav) morning. Its transmission was Belgium, had completely crushed the advancing French army and capturcf column after column of German vouched for by a committee of ined many guns, flags and prisoners, among whom were several generals,
probably delayed by the censor.
were subjected to a quiry formed by the Belgian minister
The fortifications of Namur and while another German command defeated an English cavalry brigade to the infantry. They
of iron from the of justice and presided over by him.
hurricane
veritable
Liege formed the finest examples of west, of the river Meuse.
French, artillery and they went down
"German cavalry occupying the vilthe work of the famous Belgian mill
dozen. Nevertheless,1 more
the
out
by
of Linsman were attacked by
were
driven
of
the
have
that
Alexis
among
Henri
singular
lage
Belgians
General
strength
they
tary enginer,
came forward to take the places of the seme Belgian infantry and two genPrialmont. The forts are nine; ".in by the Germans after not more than been inadequately supported by the
darmes. The German officer was
number. All are protected by hard two days' fighting.- This speaks vol- allies and that they have borne the slain.
I saw a
Lechateau
Solere
"At
umes for the power of the German
killed by our troops during the fight
g
ened steel domes. The artillery,
whole brunt of the war in the north, UldU
down by a
"
"
"
attack.
and subsequently buried. At the reof modern heavy disappearing
suctt
another
aa
told
that
we
I
did
cannot
believe
the Belgians
shot and
of the Belgian officer in com"England and Russia must stubborn- but
guns, is very powerful.
at quest not one of the civilian popula- fate
same
met
the
had
we
less
and
machine
than
their
expect
to
come
mand
duty
what may
resolve that
Beyond the bare statement made ly
to hear that they were attacked by Nerles."
(Continued on Page Four)
late yesterday afternoon that it was France, they will never surrender to
Germans Use Koul Tactics
will stick to her as they overpowering, numbers.
but
the
Germany
fallen,
had
Namur
announced that
Havas agency
A dispatch to the
"The possession of Namur was vital
official war information bureau has is stuck to Napoleon, until they pull her
says that at lost their way and got into the range
Belgium,
Ostend,
a
was
fine stroke frcm
down. As long as we hold the sea for Germany, and it
eued nothing on the subject.
of the French army.
we can not ourselves
be vitally for the Germans to nave rushed the Charleroi the German troops obliged
"We Must Stick Together"
The Germans attempted to bombard
had
who
just
miners,
'
struck."
place under the eyes of the allied ten Belgian
The Chronicle editorially says:
in
the Charleroi railroad station from
We still hope and believe come out of a mine with lamps
"The news today is decidedly bad. The Times military expert says it armies. counter
St. Antoine. Furthermore,
Jevmont
of
head
to
the
at
marco,
offensive move in their hands,
of that our
as having fired on
If the allies' losses nave been heavy, is too early to say that the line
are
were
reported
All
the
miners
they
advance.
not
their
the north is only postponed and
e may yet see before long the Ger- - the Meuse south of Mezieres must be
although this
Charleroi
prison,
the
killed.
but the outlook la not fa- abandoned."
Tl
"iit
Red Cross
the
was
flying
aija
" uAn 'Tint abadoned,"
to
this
building
roans''?'11
tactics,
according
Similar
The expert says that It is essenvorable and the development of the
rush.
a
It killwas
taken
shell
one
by
exploded.
were employed at flag. Only
Imagine NanftfJ
situation In the next few days will be tial for Germany to deal a paralyzing same authority,
the
without
but
hurting
a
ed
"The blunt fai remains that in a
horse,
In
the province
He continues: blow in this quarter in order to gain Mont w'Jr Marchiennie,
with
watched
anxiety.
French
on
the
it.
where 200 German troops officer mounted
really first class battle
"There is certainly some feeling time to detach troops to resist the of Painault,
troops occupying a Bet hilled position
,
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THE ENEMIES

VIOLATED
Berlin, Aug. 25 (by wireless to
the Associated Press, by way of
Nauen, Germany, and Sayvllle, L.
announcement
official
I.) An
mad public here today says that
the city of Namur and five of its
fortresses have been captured by
the Germans. The bombardment
of the four other forts continues
and their fall seems imminent.
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REACH BIG TOTAL front toThebe navy
department s;iM
It had no knowledge of a reported
attack on Tsing Tao by British torDEAD NUMBER 16,000 WHILE THE
pedo boat destroyers.
WOUNDED ARE ESTIMATED
The Japan Peace association has re- AT 50,000
solved to send a communication to
the International Peace Association,
The Hague, Aug. 25 (via London).
are at Berne,
whose headquarters
A. camp for
interned Belgians, of Swizerland, asking this association to
whom there are about- 2,000 in Hol- labor with the belligerent powers for
land, now is being constructed at the speedy restoration of peace.
r
t
Oudenirdum, in Friesland. It Is un'
,
derstood here that the Belgian woundCruiser Protects Shipping '
ed in the fighting against Germany up ; San Francisco, Aug. 25. The' ma
to the present time number'about
rine correspondent at Totoosh, Wash.,
The first casualty list contains of the San Francisco chamber of comthe names of 2,000 Belgian dead. Con- merce, telegraphs that the Japanese
servative estimates made here place cruiser Idzumo, which left here last
the total of dead at about 36,000.
Saturday, passed Into the straits of
Juan del Fuca apparently bound for
the Canadian naval base at Esqul-mau- lt
Fugitives go to Holland
Maestricht, Holland, Aug. 25. ( via
The appearance of the Idzumo In
Locdon) Fugitives from Belgium continue to arrive here. Many of them northern waters was a distinct surare slightly wounded. The total num prise and not even speculative expla-ber 6E these fugitives is now nearly nations were fortheomlng. It had
7,000 and they are being oared for in been supposed that the Idzumo would
sheds. Those who have made their convoy the Japanese steamship Shin-y- o
Maru, which sailed Saturday for
way here during the last few days are
mostly from the vicinity of Malinez. Japan. A report that the two vessels
There has arrived also a large num- joined company last night is shown
ber of Bavarian farmers who consider to have been an error.
Apparently the Idzumo will use
it is no longer safe to stay on their
Esquimault for a base, and will con
lands.
tinue to operate in. Canadian and
American Pacific waters as a protec
tion for British, Japanese and French
UNITED STATES IS
shipping.
a !ai::rd

in-d-

y

50,-00-

I

-

NEUTRAL

IN WAR

WAR CAUSES FAILURE
Des Moines, la., Aug. 25. An

invol-uutar-

y

petition in bankruptcy was
filed against the B. A. Lockwood
are
WILL NOT TAKE SIDES IN THE Grain company here today. Assets
at
$350,000 and liabilities at
given
JAPANESE-GERMAHOS$250,0001. Contraction of credits, due
TILITIES
to the European war and inability to
get cars to handle their grain wera
25. President
Washington, Aug.
given as the cause of the suit.
Wilson today Issued a proclamation
declaring the United States neutral
NEW ELECTION LAWS
in the war between Germany and
Jefferson City, Mo., Aus. 25. ReJapan.
vision of the election laws of Missouri
and radical changes in crimitial and
GLOVE MAKERS STRIKE
civil procedure had strong advocates
Gloversville, N, Y., Aug.. 25. About among the delegates to the demo1,200 Fulton county glove cutters for- cratic state convention scheduled to
mally declared a strike this morning, meet here today to draft a platform
for the fail eleciifps. demanding higher wages.
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Minn FEET FILM VALUATION MIST

Every woman is thinking

BE BASED

NOW MADE

of her new Fall suit
To be

AUGUST 25, 1914.

veil dressed is always to be

O

FACTS

READY

ready with the earliest fashions.
At this moment every woman Is
eager to step out of her summer apparel and put on the new garments'
of autumn.

NEW MEXICO'S SAN DIEGO EXPO
SITION DISPLAY IS GROWING STEADILY

DISTRICT

ATTORNEY

SPEAKS ABOUT THE
QUESTION
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Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 23. "One of
the most serious defects in our present revenue laws begins with the as
sessment feature," said District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward of Las Vegas,
in discussing the tax situation today.
l.nder a system which requires 26
assessors and county boards to act
at quite moderate prices.
Independently In fixing values well
insuperable difficulties must alnight
All Wooltex garments are guaranibe
encountered. In my opinion
ways
teed to give two seasons' of satisfacthe remedy lies in a central assessace.
The commissioner of Indian affairs, ing board.
tory wear.
"All property should be assessed at
Hon. Cato Sells, has given the New
Mexico commission a permit to film Its actual value for taxable purposes
We shall be glad to have you view
the Moqul snake dance. This film will and a limitation placed on the tax
the new styles at your earliest
be a contribution to ethnology of rate."
Copyrlrht
Tlx II. Buck Co.
treat importance and at the same "There should he an amendment
time will prove a splendid advertls- making it compulsory for the collector
Lna Vpu'Loading Store
ment to attract tourist travel. The to distrain on personal property for
securing of this permit is a veritable taxes due on both realty and personaltriumph for the Indian bureau has ty.
drawn hard and fast lines as to the
"The present law prolvdes that tax
South SidoPktja
LitdLliaW 186t
granting permits to motion picture sale certificates shall be advertised
concerns, in fact, absolutely prohibit- and sold to the highest bidder, but for
ing it unless it Is for scientific or edu not less than the face value of the
cational and not for exploitation pur certificate and interest. But in hunSkirts
Suits
Coats
poses.
dreds of instances the certificates can
The coat of arms of DeVargas, em- not be sold and the taxes remain de
rolls.
blazoned in all of its symbolic glory
linquent and uncollectable on the
and wealth of color, was completed Tie law should provide that in the
today for the exposition commission, event or failure to sell the certificate
to he displayed conspicuously in the for value to a private individual, the
New Mexico building at San Diego. It
county or state snouia aner mree
is suitably framed in fumed oak and
yetrs become the absolute owner.
is attracting the attention of every
"The former law providing that a
A
one who enters the Palace of the Govpale of property for delinquent taxes
ernors, where it is being exhibited shall not be void for irregularities in
temporarily in view of the fact that assessment, description or other techI
the
palace was the home and head- nical errors, should be restored."
II
quarters of DeVargas and also his
Mr. Ward, although he has been a
prison for a time. The shield is. a
officer for eight years, exNew Mexi- ricsecuting
ARTICLE IN MAGAZINE CALLS 1914 ASSESSORS' RETURNS ARE work of art of which every
pressed the belief that the present
can has reason to be proud.
$10,000,000 AHEAD OF
FORTH REMARKS FROM
criminal libel law should be wiped
1913
OLDTIMER
cut entirely. "The theory upon which
MANY AT Y. W. C. A. GATHERING libe! is made a crime is that it leads
Santa Fe, Aug. 25. The state board
Williams Day, Wis., Aug. 25. Sev to breaches of the peace," he said.
Judge E. V. Long, at his office this
of equalization will meet late today, eral hundred young women, from the
of
was
patriotism
speaking
"This doesn't hold true in fact. If a
morning,
in the abstract, and grew reminis- providing the republican state conven- states of the middle west and some certain type of man is libeled in a
cent when he recalled incidents of tion gets out of the way in time, to of the .provinces of Canada, have ar- certain way, he will break the peace
the Battle Above the Clouds, stimulat- pass on' the appeals argued before it rived here, each with her full quota just as quickly when there is a
re- - 0f trunks and
traveling bags, to take libel law as when there isn't. The
ed by an article in the current issue and possibly to Jack up the entire
to
valuation
turned
$300,000,000 or part in the annual district conference
of the American Magazine.
man who goes to court to prosecute
assessment 0f the Young Womens Christian as- "How prone, we are, in this busy more so that the taxable
lor criminual libel wont break the
pf the state will be $LOO,000,OOOi,
s
sociatioi, The conference was open- life to overlook, if not forget, the
5:6 counties have returned
a ed today and will be continued until peace anyway.
In my district In eight years only
and pioneers, both, in military The
total valuation of $26S,319,SS6 asjw. amber 4. The place of meeting one
uceu yivociu ..- noei case
and civil life, to whom the country
on Lake Ge- ssociatlon
$2."S,426,160 last year, a gain
camp
against.
a
This
magazine
particularly bitter and
and that for
is so much Indebted.
of almost teu mllllovvioWaTs,-- wto" be
he' most of those in attend- on a county offiattack
article brings this to mii by the exact
unjustifiable
$9,923,820. The total taxable ancere superintendents or omer ofof
a
short
biography
I don't agree with those who
publication of
as against ficials of city and college associations. cer.
ieneral Peter J. Osterhaus, a veteran assessment is $87,181,650
that we should have a libel law,
JS4.086.51S last year, a gain of $:!,095,-132- , The sessions will be devoted largely urge
of the civil war. He is now 91 years
leave people free to say
should
but
The net gain on corporate prop- to an exchange of opinions on the
old, hale and hearty In mind and
vhatever they wish about officers.
erty fixed by the board has been methods of association work.
bedy, living at his home on the Rhine.
the only possible excuse that
About
The taxable assessment
"There are but four surviving major $661,023.
can
be
given for a criminal libel law
after the raises ordered by the board
MAES WANTS CENSUS
gecerals of the Union army of the lust
is that protection may be afforded to
year was $91,743,709.
Saonta Fe, Aug. 25. Luciano Maes, men
civil war: Generals Greenville M.
vho, on account of their position,
The Pullman and express companies w'no served In the constitutional con- aged 83; James H. Wilson, are assessed at $45,158, a
liable, to attack and
are
paiticularly
of
gain
vontion frm Mora county, wants to who
a?ed 78; Nelson A. Miles, aged 76,
defend themselves
well
as
cannot
Automobiles show a phe- establish a saloon at Cleveland, Mora
$74,158.
and General Osterhaus.
life. There should
in
as
private
pocple
612
nomenal increase from
last year county, fie doubts whether the fed
"At Chattanooga it was the division to
more
no
be
justmcauon ior
certainly
1,840 this year, or from a valuaeral census figures of 1910 are correct
he
because
of Grose and Osterhaus that made the tion
thief
a
man
a
calling
of $338,166 to $817,010 or 108.53 and has made two different demands
famous attack on Lookout mountain,
hclds a responsible public position
which may account for the
cent,
per
fighting their way for two hours up decrease la many other classes of upon the board of county commis- than in the case of a private citizen
sioners to take a census of the pre and in the former case injury is done,
the steep mountain sjde through deep
property. Bees show an increase from
ravines, over rocks and fallen trees, $44,958 to $59,714, while in blacksmith cinct so as to determine how much if the charge is false, to a whole comlicense he ought to pay, but the comui til they finally assaulted and car-i'.munity, county or Btate. But I don't
and carpenters5 tools there is a demissioners have refused. He therefore believe
the earthworks on the plateau, crease
hauling the offender through
from $175,422 to $117,582. Coal
writes the attorney general for advice. the criminal courts is the proper remdriving back the confederates.
to
an
shows
increase from $933
Assistant Attorney General Harry S.
"Such heroes should ever be reIn any case. I don't believe the
lumber a loss from $157,707 to
wrote him that the edy
old
one
membered. There is at least
today
Clancy
has
law
betu abused In New Mexico,
$67,845; hay and alfalfa from $28,953
board of county commissioners is auLas
B( Idler, and perhaps more, in
but it has always appeared to me
$31,250; hay and alfalfa from $28,953
thorized by statute to take such a that the martar should be left to the
Vegas that participated in that charge, to $111,543; corn from $1,389 to
but there is no way to comcensus,
who will be glad to know that the
civil courts."
barley from $30 to $43C; oats
them to do it, and until they do,
'old general' is in the land of the from
pel
$1,977 to $11,093; wheat from
the federal census figures stand.
living.
$1,725 to $3,007; shares of stock from
HABEAS CORPUS GRANTED
"In the early days our boys and
nothing to $375,361; but bank Btock
"Ben
Santa
Hur,"
reThe
Fe, Aug.. 25. Federal Judge
"Way
perennial
girls were taught to recognize,
shows a decrease from $5,457,346 to
vere and do honor to the veterans. $5,209,796; household goods the In Down EaBt" and "In Old Kentucky" W. II. Pope today granted the petiseason.
tion for a write of habeas corpus on
So should It be now."
crease was from $2,261,637 to $2,278,- - are again to he seen this
behalf of General Jose Salazar, the
declined
724; musical
instruments
Mexican federal general interned at
decreased
but
to
199,647
from $422,955 to $412,867; jewelry in from 190,65
Fort
Wlngate although recently acWeak Lungs Often
creased from $69,519 to $72,754; books in value from $729,354 to $697,555.
in federal court of having vioquitted
from
in
numbers
Lead to Serious Illness decreased from $166,380 to $151,048; Sheep increased and
in value from lated the neutrality laws. The writ
watches and clocks from $67,311 to
tp 1,775,641
you are generIf you have weak lungs,
m.
trouble
Cattle In- is made returnable for 9:30 a.
to $7,531,615.
$65,966; bonds, warrants and coupons $6,921,480
ally aubject to colds orto throat
serious Lung
sets
and easily susceptible
Salazar
31.
General
from $14,424 to $1,649; cash and evi creased in numbers from 570,939 to on August
In mauy cases pneumonia or
Trouble.
and
bronchial troubles leave the lunita inA-a
of indebtedness from $910,689 732,320 and in value from $18,448,575 up that he is illegally imprisoned
dences
Eckman'i
much weakened condition.
12 days ibefore the place
Inleft
an
show
Ojlnaga
lterative la a medicine for the throat and
Mules
to
to $822,982; while fixtures increased
$22,618,427.
luntrs which has been found to be very
with the intention of
from, $634,662 to $736,053; farming crease from 9,638 to 11,067 but a de- was evacuated,
beneficial, even when a change of climate
reto
bring
and other treatments failed
in El Paso and rehis
$733,-25famly
to
joining
implements decreased from $488,232 crease In value from $776,847
lief. Read of this case:
N.
States. He
J.
Haddonfleld,
in
United
the
2?,t 8. Atlantic Ave.,
Horses increased in numbers maining
to $401,428; capital in manufacturing
"Gentlemen: In the fall of 11)06 I conno inhas
asserts
be
that
which
settled
cold
severe
further
a
declined
tracted
very
increased from $137,517 to $174,290; from 104,253 to 118,845 but
At last I began to raise
on my lungs.
to help
Mexico
merchandise from $8,300,169 to $8,- - in value from $5,311,119 to $5,245,005. tention of returning to
sputum, ami my physician then told me I
At
in the
must go to California Immediately.
factions
the
of
contending
509,090; saddles and harness decreas- Saw mills decreased from, $113,805 to any
this time I waa advised to take Kckmana
I stayed at home and comAlterative.
there.
war
to
mills
from
ed
flour
$70,290
from $348,210 to $324,116; sewing $95,159;
menced taking It the last week in October. I began to Improve, and the first
machines from $186,018 to $148,772; $63,144; while railroads increased
week In January. llHJrt. I resumed my regRIFLE MATCHES AT SEA GIRT
pounds,
ular occupation, having gainedIs 23
carriages and wagons from $942,588 from $84,899,694 to $86,762,228. Mine
now seven
health. It
fully restored torecovery
to
Sea
Girt, N. J., Aug. 25. The open
to
decreased
from
$1,048,857
$751,771.
been
effected,
has
products
years since my
Eckman's Alterative
Imand I cannot
surface
praise
Qf
The live stock returns show 208 $50,516 and the value
ing volleys were fired yesterday in
"
$149,-96g'nedf
W. M. TATEM
the two weeks of rifle battling the
to
$384,726
valued
at
from
there
where
$38,653
provements
jacks
on request.)
(Above abbreviated; morebeen
were none last year; 579 burros as
reservoirs increased from $1,944 first In the series of competitions ar
proven by
Bckmnn's Alterative has
many years' test to be most efficacious
last
5,794
to
while irrigation ditches de- ranged for this year by the National
the
this
value
$5,000,
year,
against
for severe Tnroat and Lung Affections,
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma, 8tublorn
year being $43,235 as against $35,506 creased from $7,659 to $4,805; tele- Rifle association The participants in
the system.
Colds and In opbiillding
g
last year, so that a decrease of three graph lines from $1,165,140 to $1,079,-267- , the matches represent all of the east
Contelns no narcotics, poisons or
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
states. The
burros entails a loss of $12,271 or
and write to Eckman
bridges and roads from $2,499 to ern and New England
of recoveries,
followed in
to
are
here
be
matches
to
laboratory, Phllndetptala, Pa., for evimore
four
each.
than
thousand
from
water
$895,830
dollars
$800;
plants
dence. For sale by all leading druggists
On the other hand an increase of from $778,008, while electric light plants in the fall by similar sectional tourna
the middle
?nd E. G. Murphey and Red Cross 13,775 to 16,230 ewine
brought a de- - creased from $840,972 to $927,932; ments covering the south,
company.
crease in valuation from $123,540 to mineral lands decreased from $3,72o,-- ; states,, the northwest ana tne rauic
'
coast.
.
Goats Increased in numbers 972 to $1,768,608.
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
$122,753.
Santa Fe, Aug. 25. Six thousand
feet of motion picture film have been
developed at the studio of the expo
sition commission the past few days,
part of the harvest that the counties
which have voted funds for advertis
ing themselves at San Diego, are
reaping. Tomorrow motion pictures
will be taken of the summer school
and Indian institute and also of the
Pastores in the Patio of the Old Pal

The charming new collections of
Wooltex coats, suits and skirts now
being shown provide a most gratifyauing selection in garments that are
thoritative In style, beautiful In fabric
and superbly tailored while being sold

1
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The Store That Sells Wooltex
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MAGAZINE DID A
WONDERFUL

THING
WORLD'S WORK GOT OUT A WAR
EDITION ON A FEW DAYS'
NOTICE

The publication today of the big
war annual of "The World's Work" as
the September issue of that magazine
brings to light the remarkable story
of a magazine remado over night to
meet a great emergency. To the
daily newspaper which takes a fresh
start with a clear desk and waiting
presses each 24 hours this would present less serious difficulties, but
monthly magazines In the very nature
of the case must be written and printed some time In advance. To stop
the presses for a change, ever so
slight, in magazine making Is a serious affair. "The WorJd's Work," how- ever, not only Btoppcd their presses
but turned a complete somersault and
have landed right side up with a big
war issue on the regular publication
late.
The editors had finished with the
September number and the sheets
were flying off the presses when the
great war broke out. At once the
fact stood out that In three days the
matter which was fresh and new on
Ju!y 31 seemed flat and uninteresting
under the unprecedented outlook of
August 3.
There was little of news about the
war that the newspapers would not
print before a war number could be

published, but it was realized that
there wa3 one thing suddenly demanded a real compendium of all the facts
that every one in rending the newspapers wanted to know: Information
which Involved
much research in
books
and maps to secure. Here,
said the editors of 'The World's
Work," is a chance to serve, if It can
be done quickly; give the readers a
real "war manual."
On Monday, August 3, the plans
were drawn up and before night all
of the magazine staff and many
were working gathering material, getting pictures, drawing maps.
On Thursday, August 6, the editorial
department had begun to turn in copy.
Experts in naval and military affairs
who were unaccustomed to the art of
rapid writing were Induced to work
like newspaper reporters, and by
August 14, some 125,000 words
of copy were written and set, over
a hundred pictures engraved, a dozen
absolutely new maps made, and the
work of about 80 people day and night
ended on Saturday night with a five
page index including over 1,300 references. From two to four sets of
plates of each page were made to
gain speed by working double or four
times as many presses, and the press
room 24 hours out of 24.
The difficult task of putting a whole
magazine,
including advertisements,
to, press at one time 248 pages was
successfully accomplished, notwithstanding the fact that a hundred delicate pictures and maps in black and
red ink had to be made ready on the
jump. On, Monday, August 17, complete copies started to come from the
press at the rate of 20,000 a day. On
Tuesday they were in the bindery,
which although busy with three other
magazines, turned them out ready for
the postal car at the rate of about 12
tons a day. As a result subscribers
will get the "war manual" on the
same day that their regular September number falls due.
Some idea of the great amount of
work accomplished may be had from
the fact that the index contains over
1,300 names of
places, people and
facts, ready for instant reference.
out-sider- s

Fr!-da-

y,

Had Trouble With Her Stomach
"About four years ago 1 began to
have trouble with my stomach and
found It necessary to eat sparingly,"
writes Mrs. Bernice Wyandt, Lima,
Ohio. "There was a dull and heavy
feeling la my stomach after eating
that was most uncomfortable. I was
also annoyed by frequent headaches.
After taking a number of medicines
without benefit I got a bottle of
Chamberlain's Tablets and found they
MOTOR BOAT CARNIVAL
were just the thing. Two bottles of
New York, Aug. 25. All arrangements are complete for the National them rid me of thlg complaint" For
Motor Boat carnival, which Is to have sale by all dealers. Adv
Its opening tomorrow on Manhasset
IOWA PYTHIANS IN SESSION
Bay, Port Washington, L. I. The races
Cedar Rapids, la., Aug. 23. A gathwill continue through tiiw remainder of
the week. These are the real cham- ering of great Interest in Pythian circles began here today with the openpionship races of the country, inasannual convenmuch as the contests are for perpetual ing of the forty-fifttion of the Iowa grand lodge of the
eschallenge championship trophies,
tablished nearly ten years ago, and for Knights of Pythias. The Pythian Siss
which there has been a competition ters also are in annual session.
from
of
the
state
every
part
year.
every
art? attending the two meetings. '
W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought
CITROLAXI
Foley Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre,
CITROLAX
who was down on her back with kidCITROLAXI
neys so sore he had to help her move.
It's a laxative nf course and the
He says, "She would cry with pain
ccross her kidneys, but after she took nicest hot weather drink you ever
the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills, tasted Flushes thoroughly and pleas-9P'F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N.
she was as well and strong as ever."
"Have used laxatives for
saysO. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Pnn
5 years but this Citrolax has got
i
Co Adv.
e"erythlng else beat a mile." Try It.
0. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
SWARM OF BEES INVADE TRAIN Co Adv.

Don't endure me needless pain and
torment of rheumatism, aggravated s
it i3 by the hot weather. W. T. Hut- clens, Nicholson, Ga., says: "I suf
frred the aches and pains of rheumatism, swollen feet. Irregular painful
bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pills
fixed me up quickly. Foley's are the
best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co. Adv.

Dele-Sale-

TO HELP OTHERS

property from, the postmaster at Pecos, San Miguel county.
Pleads Guilty
Then came Nabor Maeataa
and
pleaded guilty to Introducing liquor
on the San Juan Pueblo granL In
lieu of $300 bond for the federal court
term he went to jail but has hopes
of raising the bond by tomorrow.
K. IL Hen-erwas discharged from
federal custody on a pueblo grant and
30 days in lieu of fine and costs.

Lf.er Active During the
Summer Months Foley Cathartic
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
Constipation
It does beat all how quickly Foley
Cathartlo Tablets liven your liver and
overcome constipation. N'ey Oldham,
Wimberley, Texas, says. "Foley Cathartic Tablets are the best laxative
I ever used.
They take the place ot
calomel." WhoIesAne, stirring anl
cleansing. No griping. A comfort to
stout persons. O. O. Schaefer and Red

Boys, Look Out for Green Apples
Lester Wolroth had a very severe
attack of cholera morbus brought on
by eating green apples. His mother,
Mrs. Pearl Wolroth, Herkimer, N. Y.,
says, "I was advised to give him
Chamberlain's
Coflc, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy, which. I did, and
the relief from the first was very
great After taking three doses he
was ail right" For sale by all deal-

Cross Drug Co.

a

ers.

Adv.
WOMEN

Keep ysur

Adv.

Chicago,

in finibhing in 14 minutes 40 4 5
Inside that mark.
The walk was first undertaken, and
Brickett covered a measured mile la
10 minutes 13 seconds. The mile ran
was made In 5 minutes, 39 seconds.
Only 36 seconds elapsed and he had
mounted his cycle and rode the mil
in 3 minutes, 55 seconds. Entering
his waiting boat he succeeded in row-in- g
one mile In 8 minutes, 44 seconds,
and then came the swim. Brtckett
made splenJid progress all the way.
when he left the water It was found
secthat he was 14 minutes, 40
onds ahead ot the hour.
The nearest approach to this feat
in American athletics Is the record
of 15 minutes 42 seconds made by i
do B. Handley at Bayonne, N. J., on
miles walk,
September 2, 1900, for
iun, swim, cycle, row and horseback
ride.
5

FRUIT GROWERS
Flora, 111., Aug. 25. The annual
summer meeting of the Illinois State
Horticultural society began here today with a large and representative
attendance of fruit growers from all
sections of the state. The meeting
was adJressed by several professors
cf the college of agriculture of the
University of Illinois. The society
will adjourn to Olney tomorrow for
its concluding sessions.
ILLINOIS

loyfui Anticipation

of f,lothcrh::J

Aug. 25.

70,-00-

v

Hives

Break and Passengers Aro
Routed by 10,000,000 Insects Near
London Brldgs.
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CAPITAL
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FORESTERS MEET
More than one
W. T. Greene, Hopklnton, N. II.,
thousand delegates, representing
0
members of the Woman's Catholic v rites the following letter, which wiil
Order of Foresters in 32 states, were interest every one who has kidney
present here today at the opening of trouble. "For over a year, Mrs. Greene
the annual national convention of the bed been afflicted with a very stub-lorkidney trouble. Foley Kidney
order. This morning the delegates
attended a pontifical high mass at the Fills done more to complete her retaHoly Name cathedral. The first of the covery than any medicine she has
regular business sessions was held ken and I feel it my duty to recomthis afternoon In the assembly room mend them." O. G. Schaefer and Red
of the Hotel LaSalle. Mrs. Rose D. Cross Drug Co. Adv.
IKtlman of Chicago, high chief ranger
BREAD AND BUTTER SLOGAN
ot the order, presided and Archbishop
The New York Ciants have a list of
Pittsburgh, Ta., Aug. 25. The re- Quigley was one of the
The 13 players signed or released this
speakers.
state
committee of Pennsylpublican
convention will continue through the season but not in
single case does anvania is scheduled to meet in this
remainder of the week.
other
major league club figure In the
city tomorrow to adopt a platform.
the dealing. Brooklyn's principal efThe meeting will be made the occaFavorite Remedy for Diarrhoea
forts in this direction Include the sale
sion for a gathering of the candidates
"About three years ago I had a se- f f Kraft to Boston; Rlggert to St.
and other party leaders and In reality
wl'l mark the formal opening of the rious attack of summer
complaint Louis; Erwin to Cincinnati, and Smith
The
doctor's
medicine
to bene to Boston.
failed
republican state campaign. Senator
An unusual athletic feat was recentPenrose and other candidates, will, It fit me, so I sent for a bottle of Cham
is expected, deliver addresses which berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea ly at Putney, England, when Walter
will sound the campaign keynote. It Remedy upon the recommendation of Brickett, a well known professional
Is believed that the declarations of one of my neighbors. One dose of It swimming coach, ran, walked, rowed,
the state platform and the addresses did me more good than all the other cycled and swam a mile his time for
of the speakers will put particular medicine I had used. I improved rap- - the combined five miles heing 45 minand In a short time I was well." utes 19
seconds. BrirkPtt, wv.o H
emphasis on the issue of prosperity Idly
and the effects of the democratic tar- write Mrs. May Higgins, Peru, Ind. 49 years old, undertook to tPcoir.-jKsthe task in one hour and succeeded
iff. As in the celebrated national For sale by all dealers. Adv.
campaign of 1896, the slogan of the
republicans in Pennsylvania this fall
ELKS MEET AT HAZELTON
will be "the full dinner pail."
Hazelton, Pa., Aug. 25. Hazelton
was In gala attire today In honor of
$100 Reward, $100
hundreds of visiting Elks who gather-cre- d
The readers of this paper will be
here from far and near for the
pleased to learn that there is at least annual convention of
their state as
one dreaded disease that science has
sociation. The gathering will last
been able to euro in .n its stages, and
wal' catarrn care tinea dayo.ana An wnuavuviiy loreo atlfcnt Is
an attractive program
is the only positive cure now known tendance
combine to give
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be- of entertainment
one of the most successful
of
promise
ing a constitutional disease, requires conventions ever
held by the order in
Hall's
a constitutional treatment.
Pennsylvania.
Catarrh. Cure Is taken Internally, act
ing directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the disU
mimi Ml
ease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith
In Its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
The Holpoint Electric Ilealing Com
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To
1

London. Bees were much In evidence near London bridge recently.
There were 10,000,000 of them bound
for a bee farm at Bures Suffolk, to
begin with; there were also some
others, healthy English specimens,
close by, a couple of dozen of which
for a few glorious minutes may be
said to have "made things hum."
On the bumpy journey across London bridge to the train for Holm-woo- d
the box containing a hive broke
and suddenly every one was in a
hurry.
Eventually the carman and a parPink-ham- 's
E.
By Telling HowLydia
cels clerk tackled the remaining bees
TOOMBS IS RENOMINATED
and put them in a box, but the few
Vegetable Compound
Santa Fe, Aug. 25. Union county that escaped did wonders, and perRestored Her Health.
rn.rmUicans liave renominated O. T. spiring travelers fled as from an unToombs for the house and have given seen terror.
Miami, Okla.
"I had a female him Candelarlo Vigil for a running
trouble and weakness that annoyed mate. McKlnley county has nominatI me continually.
I ed Dr. George M. Fleming and Reml- NEAR DEATH
tried doctors and all
house. San Mi
kinds of medicine gio Miiabal for the
for several years guel county will not nominate until
BY SMOTHERING
but was not cured the delegates return home from the
until I took Lydia E. state convention. Perfetco Esquibel is
Pinkham's Vegeta1
ble Compound.
nominee to succeed State Senator Bat
Husband, With Aid of Cardui,
hope my testimonial Tromas D.
Burns, who has placed his
will help other sufin the hands of Governor
Effects Her Deliverance.
fering women to resignation
try your wonderful McDonald. The executive, however. Is
medicine."
Mrs. not as yet clear in his own mind wheMrs. Helen Dalton, of
Mary R. Miller, Box 453, Miami, Okla. ther he has the right to accept the Draper, N C "I
suffered for years,
this place, says:
be
should
It
whether
or
resignation
with pains in my left side, and would
Another "Woman who has Found
senate.
often almost smother to death.
properly made to the state
Health in Lydia E. Pinkham's
Medicines patched me up for awhile
EKQuibel makes his home at TIerra
Vegetable Compound.
but then I would get worse again. Finalin
constituthe
served
Amarilla
and
"
Some
years
Lindsborg, Kansas.
ly, my husband decided he wanted me to
ago I suffered with terrible pains in my tional convention. He Is well on la Iry Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
side which I thought were inflammation,
years. He has been repeatedly hon- bought me a bottle and I began using it.
It did me more good than all the medialso with a bearing down pain, back- ored with county offices.
cines I had taken.
ache, and I was at times awfully ner1 have induced
many ot my friends to
vous. I took three bottles of Lydia E.
THE LAST CHANCE
try Cardui, and they all say they have
Tinkham's Vegetable Compound and
Santa Fe, Aug. 25. me department oeen benefited by its use. There never
am now enjoying good health. I will
been, and never will be, a medicine
be glad to recommend your medicine to of education todoj sent out tho ques- tias
I believe it is
to compare with Cardui.
troufor
examinations
female
with
final
woman
suffering
tions for tb
any
medicine for all womanly troui
good
this
letter." teacher?' certificates, In every county bles."
ble and you may publish
Mrs. A. L. Smith, R. No. 3, Box 60, seat on
For over 50 years, Cardui has been
Friday and Saturday. This is
Lindsborg, Kansas.
woman's sufferings and building
the last chance this year for teachers
women
weak
up to health and strength.
donht
the
If you have
who have failed in previous examina
slightest
a
are
If
give it a fair trial,
you
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta- tions to retrieve themselves. The ex t should surelywoman,
you, as it has
help
write
will
you.
help
ble Compound,
aminers of papers already submitted nillion others.
to Lydia E.PinkhamMe"cineCo. are hurrying their work so that every Get a bottle of Cardid
ador
(confidential) Lynn-Mass- f
Writt it: Chattanooga Medielne Co., LadlM
will he opened, one who has been examined previousvice. Your
Kdvisory DarJ
Chattanooga, Term., for Sttciai
may know his or her standing be- tnitrwcticnt
on your cas and
book, "Home
by a woman, ly
read and ed
Treatment
for
Women,"
is plain wraGCer. N.C Sf
fore
Friday.
confidence.
6trict
In
hold
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There is apt to be a latent apprehension
bf distress to mar the complete joy of
expectation. But this is quite overcome
by the advice of bo many women to use
"Mother's Friend." This ts an external
application designed to so lubricate tho
muscles and to thus so relieve the pressure reacting on the nerves, that the
natural strain upon the cords and ligaments is not accompanied by those severe)
pains said to cause nausea, morning sick
ness and many local distresses.
This)
splendid embrocation is known to a multitude of mothers.
Many people believe that those remedies
which have stood the test of time, that
have been put to every trial under the
varying conditions of age, weight, general
health, etc., may be safely relied upon.)
And Judging by the fact that "Mother's
Friend" has been In continual use since
our grandmother's earlier years and Is
known throughout the United States It
may be easily Inferred that It Is something that women talk about and gladly
recommend to prospective mothers.
"Mother" Friend" Is prepared only In
our own laboratory and is sold by drugk for a bottle
gists everywhere.
i r : wiT-for a spec. ! book for expectant
the-- i.
.A.'.irss linvdneld Regulator
Co., 407 Laiuur Wu.,, Atlanta, Cisu
to-d-

o
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Las Vegas Joins Big National
Sales Campaign

ledo, O.

pany offers, beginning August 27th
new Electric Toaster

Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation. AJv

at

reduced price.

MEET AT EVANSTONi
Aug. 25. The an-meeting of the Astonomlcal and

SCIENTISTS

Evanston,

fual

111.,

Astrophysical Society of America was
opened at Northwestern University to
day and will be continued until Saturday. The society was organized in
199 and has a membership of sev
eral hundred of the leading educators
and astronomers of America. The
President is Professor Edward C.
Pickering, the well known astronomer
ot Harvard University.
Sufferers of Hay Fever
and Asthma Get a Bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Restful sleep, relief and comfort
from choking, gasping asthma and tormenting hay fever for those who take
Foley's Honey and Tar. It spreads a
healing soothing coating as It glides
down a raw tickling throat, and stops
Irritating coughs and colds. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Stay-at-Hom-

I. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.

it

Vice-Preside-

INTEREST PAID
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TIME DEPOSITS

"EL TOSTO" FORMERLY

CAPITAL STOCK

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WU.

Q. HATDOH--

.., rrclflent

K.

Tlos president

W. sTELLT..

p.

V.

Tresnri

H08ENS

Interest Pedd On Deposits
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A BUSY DAY

Santa Fe, Aug. 25. This was a busy
day for United States Commissioner
Melvln T. Dunleavy and he disposed
of four federal cases before noon. The
first was that against a postmaster
cf northern Santa Fe county against
whom Postoffice Inspector O. M.
Hood of Albuquerque lodged complaint
that he had failed to account for certain money order and postal funds.
Search Warrant Issued
The second case was also bought by
Hood and resulted In a search warrant
being Issued to search, the premises
ot a resident of Santa Fe who Is bus- jecled of having stolen certain federal

FOR

$4.

"'EL TOSTO" IMPROVED STYLE

THE NEW "BL TOSTO". GREATLY IMPROVED

Adv.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

SOLD

1
'at.

$3.50

INEFFICIENCY-5TYLE-EVERYTHIN-

Q

costs less to operate, will make enough nice golden brown
toast for five people for ONE CENT
toasts faster than the old style
is better in every way
more handsome in appearance
costs 50c less to buy
is the little wonder worker for you.
The Saturday Evening Post of Aug, 37th ha9 a big center page advertisement- inserted by the Hotpoint Company at cost of $11,000
which describes the big features of the new Electric Toaster. Read
it! Come in and look at our stock of El Tostos We'll be pleased
to demonstrate El Tosto to you. "At your Service."

TOE LAS VEGAS LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY

FuUR
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of the selfsame positions. Preslii M I
son and Speaker Clark, in an
d"nt
IHr 1111 f nnTIP'rei'
effort to get the administration's pet
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measures all enacted into laws, have
made the job of a congressman a
wearysome grind. But the boys in
Washington wouldn't give them up
for anything, would they? The answer Is no.

Editor.

Once again the limpid mud of
Bridge street is,, being sickled o'er
with the pale cast of expectancy. The
rippling puddles are again agitated
with the threat of dissolution. Really,
Intend at the postofftca at East though. It Isn't as serious, as all
n
that. Bub 4. M. McCracken, an El
IA Vegas, New Mexico for
through the United SUtes i'afo cement salesman. Is in town
trying to stir up something, and. it Is
su.ll as second class matter.
to be devoutly hoied that he succeeds
in stirring up something else besides
"
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the.' mud.. ;
Dally, by Carrier
trans-Missio-

rer Copy
One Week
One Month

1 .06
.IB
.66
7.80

One Year
Dally, by Mall
One

Tear (in advance)

fix Months (In advance)
Tear (In arrears?

One

Six Months (In arrears)

.

'

.

"PRICEOFTREACHERV"
AT BROWNE TONIGHT

$6.00
8.00
7.00
3.50

BIG

SOLDIERS GUILTLESS
MEN WHO

PARTICIPATED

IN LUD-

LOW STRIKE FIGHT ARE
EXONERATED

o

.

M. PADGETT

COUMMARTIAL FINOS

FIVE-AC-

PLAY

FEATURE PHOTOIS EXPECTED TO
PLEASE

WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK

"The Price of Treachery," a five-pafilm drama, will be shown tovas Yecr
$2.00
night only at the Browne theater. It
LOO
tlx Months
Is the quality of the photography that
stands out the strongest In "The
Price of Treachery." There are fine
(Cash In Advance for Mall
lawns,
Subscriptions.)
backgrounds
Remit by check, draft or money gteat mansions, views of sea and
erder. It sent otherwise we will not shore and it Is the taste shown in
fee responsible for loss.
the selection of these and the skill
In transferring them to the
Specimen copies free on application. UBt-film that will make entertainment of
Is good, In
AT the subject. The acting
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
are
Incidents
the
best.
of
Theer
feet,
EXPIRATION OF TIME
fi'Ct, of the best. There are Incidents
PAID FOR
stance, the explosion of the dynamite
the on the wrecked schooner or the situaAdvertisers are guaranteed
d
two sailors in the
largest dally and weekly circulation tion of tbe
before
craft
the
blowup.
just
New
In
northern
K any newspaper
The story concerns chiefly two
Mexico.
brothers, one of them good and the
otter progressively had. The former
TELEPHONES
shoulders the blame for a crime comBusiness Office .....
....Main 2 mitted by th8 latter and is turned out
Main 2 by the father. He goes to sea, In time
Ntws Department .......
becoming master of a vessel. In the
vicinity of the old home there is a
TUESDAY. AUGUST 25, 1914.
lighthouse, in which live the keeper
and his daughter. Henry, the bad
SILOS AltE GOING UP
son, discovers Mary at about the time
It was with pleasure that The Optic
Robert, the sailor, back in familiar
!
nounced last night the erection in waters, also meets her. Henry is
(
near future of five silos upon the sheltered in the lighthouse when, out
i
"a. This paper has advocated fre- - hue
ting with a party, a storm comes
ntly and persistently the move uv. He abuses the hospitality, Mary
. ich the
dry farmers east, of the city fetches him a Wow which knocks him
l.five Just adopted.
down and injures the oil supply of
There is not a particle of doubt hut the lamp so that the light Is extinthat the silo can make the mesa coun guished. In consequence Robert is
try the banner producer of dairy pro- wrecked, but Is brought ashore by the
ducts in the state. This will mean old light keeper.
mcney in the pockets of the farmers
Henry, a month later, enlists the aid
and increased business for Las Vegas of friends In an effort to abduct Mary.
merchants. 'Eventually it will mean He partially succeeds, but Robert al
that Las Vegas will supply butter for ready engaged to Maiy, pursues. The
the entire northern section of New girl Is taken away In a motorboat,
Mexico. With the establishment here
by two of the party . Henry having
of a milk condensery, which Is prom- fallen over a cliff and got separated
ised soon, there will be an additional from his companions.
Mary by a ruse
merket for milk, and If the mesa ful- locks the vtwo men In the cabin of
fills its promisee as a dairy country, the motorboat and turns the boat
there will be a demand for every bock to shore. Robert on shore fol
$cund of milk this county can produce. lows the fleeing Henry, not discoverThe mesa is capable of producing ing his Identity until he overtakes him
every year crops that are properly de- as he disappears in a bed of quick
veloped for conversion Into ensilage. sand. All ends happily.
Insuring plenty of feed for dairy catThere axe many things in the work
tle. Some of the farmers with large ing out. of this story deserving of
acreages will be able to raise first praise. Among these are the interiors
.class beef cattle by the use of the which show care in the arrangement
Bilo.
As soon as every farm on the The view's of the lamphouse in the
mesa U provided with a silo the lighthouse are convincing there is
prosperity of the country east of the every reason to believe tnai tne
city will be assured.
scenes were taken in an authentic
rt

GROWER

d
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deck-washe-

Denver, Aug. 25. Findings of the
court martial which tried 22 officers
and men of the National Guard of
Colorado on charges growing out of
the Ludlow battle of April 20, were
made public today. All the defendants
were acquitted.
The militiamen were charged with
murder, manslaughter, arson and larceny, in some cases the number of
counts against one Individual running
high. In addition, Lieutenant K. E.
Linderfelt was charged with an assault upon Louis Tlkas, leader of the
Greek strikers, who was killed in the
Ludlow fight. The court
matrial
found that Linderfelt struck Tikas on
the head- with a rifle, but that the pro
vocation was such that the assault
was justified.
Before the verdicts of the court
martial were made public they were
submitted by Adjutant General Joha
Chase to Governor E. M. Ammons for
his approval.
The findings In connection with the
assault on Louis Tikas by Linderfelt
are as folloys:
"The court finds the .accused, Karl
E. Linderfelt, first lieutenant, Second
Infantry national guard of Colorado,
guilty of the facts as charged that Is
to say, that part of Specification 1,
Charge 6, reading as follows: '.Haying then and here a certain deadly
towit : A United States
weapon
Springfield rifle, did then and there,
with said weapon commit an assault
upon and against one Louis Tikas
but by reason of the justification as
shown in the evidence adduced, the
court attaches no criminality thereto."
The court martial convened at the
rifle range near Golden on May 11.
It closed May 2d. The officers tried
Include Major R. J. Hamrock, Captain
Edwin S. Carson and Captain T. C.
Linderfelt and Lieutenants K. E. Lin
derfelt, R. J. Linderfelt, G. S. Law
rence, M. a. Bigelow, Ray Benedict,
G. B. Elliott and C. A. Connor.
-

THE KAISER IS LIKE
ANY OTHER FATHER

.

o

srot.

THE TIREO CONGKESSMEN
According to news dispatches from
DEFEATED
Washington, members of the house of RUSSIANS
wearied
representatives ari becoming
of their labors in legislative halls an.l
DY GERMAN COLUMN
ere seeking the conifoits of the cool
cafes or the excitement of the base
ball park.
Consequently Speaker WAR. CORRESPONDENT GIVES RE- OF VICTORY FOR,.
Clark Is constantly In a tPi rifle stew
KAISER'S TROOPS ri
and Is ordering the arresjf'of tha run
awav mojtfbers and thofr return to
the eapitolT Like school boys playni? Berlin, Aug 25 .(via Copenhagen and
"hookey" the congressmen sneak away London), A war correspondent on
from their desks and Clark, like the the staff of Lokal Anzeiger has sent
fioosler
schoolmaster, has them a telegram to his paper from the east
back.
Doubtless he would ern theater of war. His message is
brought
like to administer the same kiu.l of dated August 24 ana says.
"While from the west comes news
Hinishment as did the cIJ fashioned
01 a victorious auvance, soineining
6chool teacher.
But, after all. who can blame the similar has been prepared here. The
Last summer they Russians were defeated at Stallupoe- congressmen?
missed their fishing trips and remain- hen, a town' of, east Prussia, 16 miles
ed in Washington to sweat and strug to the east of Gambinnen, on August
gle with the administration tariff pro- 21 and 22. Thfe returning wounded
gram. This summer they are up of the cavalry division say the Rusagainst a repetition of the same kind sians were greatly superior numericof medicine. And, while they are in ally. They had at least two divisions
Washington they know their political of cavalry and their Infantry Vwas
'
opponents, both within and without stronger. Cavalry charges were frethe democratic'. party, are engaged in quent. The Russian infantry shot
an effort to get heir jobs. Who can badly. ' They flighted their rifles for
frlame them, then, for seeking the so- 1,200 meters when they were at close
laces of a naughty world in an effort quarters, which occurred frequently;''
to forget their troubles?
There Is no doubt but that they are William A. Brady plans to dramatize
worried about their jobs. And there Louisa M. Alcott's novel, "An Old- Is no doubt, too, but that they are. Fashioned Girl."

SONS ONWARD IN BAT
TLE AND CALLS HIMSELF

CHEERS

"PAPA"
Berlin, Aug. 25, (via Copenhagen
and London) Emperor William has
cenferred the decoration of the Iron
cross of the second and. first class on
Crown Prince Frederick William and
Duke Aubrecht-b- f
Wurtemburg. He
has conferred also- - the Iron cross dec
oration of the second class on his son,
Prince Oskar.
His majesty has sent the following
telegram to the crown prince:
"I thank thee with all my. heart.
dear child; I rejoice with thee over
the first victory of Wilhelm. God has
been on his side and has most bril
liantly supported him. To him be
thanks and honor. I remit to Wilhelm the iron .cross of the second and
"
"..':?-''first class.
"Oskar also fought brilliantly with
his grenadiers. JHe has received the
Iron cross of the second class. Repeat that to" Ina and Marie. God protect and succor my boys. Also in the
future God ' be with thee and your

wives.j'

("Signed) Papa Wilhelm."

WAR TO BENEFIT UNITED STATES
Washington, Aug. 25. "A , direct

benefit to the people of the United
States from the European war will
be its effect of making the people of
this country realize to a greater, extent the value of its mineral resources," says Franklin K Lane, secretary of the'' Interior. "Of an importance' second only to that of the food
supply," saya Mru Lane,""ls the supply
of mineral products necessary to meet
the requirements of twentieth century
civilization. One of the first effects
of the war has been to make us realize the interdependence of nations in
the matter of food supply. Most of
the countries now at war are dependent upon Importation of foodstuffs.
and we have cause for
lation In the United States that we
are able to feed ourselves. What we
have possibly not so fully realized is
that we are nearly as independent in
the possession of essential mineral re
sources, and that the interference!
with manufacturing caused by interruption of the flow or importations of
many necessary; raw materials, may
be overcome almost wholly by development of neglected resources in our
own country. The main difficulties to
be overcome are 'in1" the rearrange
neces
ment of the distribution.-systesary to establishing rms independ

'

AUGUST 25, 1914.

ence.
Business is established along
certain well marked channels, and CONVENTION FAILS TO
usually follows the line of least resistance. It has been easier, and per
REACH AN AGREEMENT
haps cheaper.'to Import mineral pro
ducts and materials from other coun.
tries than to go to the trouble and THE BERNALILLO COUNTY FIGHT
expense of developing our own reDEADLOCKS REPUBLICAN
sources of the same nature. Forced
GATHERING
to the latter course by the suspension
of commerce with other countries, 1
believe that American enterprise and
Santa Fe, Aug. 25v The con- energy will almost at once turn to the testing Bernalillo county delega- development of the native resources,
tions got together today and
rather than permit production to lag
agreed to be seated In the con- and supply to be diminished in any
ventlon, each member of each
a
industry.
delgeation to have one-hal-f
vote. Thomas B. Catron was
named temporary chairman, and
made the keynote speech, in
THEY GET NO PAY IF
which he attacked the national
administration and the attitude
THEY ARE NOT THERE of Congressman Fergusson on
the wool question. The conven- tion adjourned at noon until 3:30
HOUSE VOTES TO PUNISH MEMHernandez for congress
o'clock.
BERS WHO FAIL TO ATTEND
and Williams for corporation
SESSIONS
commissioner will be the noml- nees.
Washington, Aug. 23. On motion of
Democratic Leader Underwood,
the Santa
Fe, Aug. 25. The republican
house voted today to deduct from the
state convention Is deadlocked over
pay of members for all time they are
the seating of the Bernalillo county's
absent except in case of illness. All
The schedule beems
loaves were cancelled. For days the split delegation.
to indicate that United States Senator
house has been forced to suspend busiT B. Catron will be chosen as temness at times for lack of a quorum.
porary chairman and Ralph C. Ely of
Demlng will be elected permanent
chairman, providing matters are per
mitted to progress that far. There is
also a rumor that the personnel of
the candidates will be switched: that
be nominated for conAndrews
BY gress andmay
Hernandez for corporation
commissioner.
On motion of Secundlno Romero, of
Las Vegas, a committee of seven was
appointed to look into the points at
issue between the various Bernalillo
factions and report to the cencounty
(Continued from Page One)
tion took part in the fight at Linsman. tral committee. W. H. Gillenwater and
A. Hubbell, representing
the
Nevertheless, the village was in Frank
and
Romero
Andrews
Jesus
faction;
10
at
a
vaded
dusk of August
by
Nestor Montoya for the
sticng force of German cavalry, ar
delegation; and Secundlno
tillery, Infantry and machine guns.
In spite of the formal assurances giv Romero and Gregory Page, representen by the burgomaster of Linsman ing the state committee, together with
that no peasants had taken part in the Charles A. Spless, national committeewere appointed for the labor. The
previous fight, two farms and six out- man,
conference
committee failed utterly
lying houses were destroyed by gun
fire and burned.. oAll the male inhab- to reach an agreement. It Is suggestitants then were compelledto come ed that both the factions of Bernalillo
forward and hand, over whatever arms county be seated allowing each member of each half a vote.
they possessed. No fire arms which
now stand, National
As matters
had reecntly been discharged were
Is
found. Nevertheless, the invaders dl Committeeman Spiess says, there
no
in
his
an
for
opinagreement
hope
vicied the
po.nt Jiito three groups
.numTito men of ojie oi ee
neutral ground of compromise.
bering 11, were bound and placed In
a ditch where they were found afterwards with their skulls fractured by
BRITISH CRUISER IS
the butts of German rifles ".

GERMAN CRUELTY
DENOUNCED

AuSTRIANS

Romero-Baca-Chadwic- k

:
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New York, Aug. 25 A tramp steamship believed to be an Austrian was
held up shortly after 11 o'clock today
by a cruiser supposed to be British
just outside New York harbor, accord
ing to observers at Fire island.
After laying to for an hour the
steamer proceeded on her way to New
York.
Her name and nationality
could not be discerned by observers
ashora. The British cruiser turned
about and headed east. "'
As the steamer passed Atlantic
Highlands abservers said they made
her out to be the Ida of the Austro- American line.

A

Is

:.'

-

HARBOR MOUTH IT STOPS
AN AUSTRIAN
TRAMP
STEAMER

) J,j

Count Berchtold who, next to Emperor Francis Joseph, is the most important figure in Austrian affairs.

Is Legitimate Prize
Montreal, Aug. 25. The Ida was 're
leased here on a promise being given!
by her commander that she would not
try to evade capture and was allowed
to leave Quebec for New York. The
Canadian prize court decided that as
the Ida had left her home port before
the declaration of war she was a legi
timate prize.

. '""' AT SENDER'S RISK
,
HOLDER WINS
New York, Aug. 25, The Commer
Chicago, Aug. 25. Play today In
cial Cable company announced today the" first' match round of the women's
ihat code cablegrams are now accepted Self
championship at the iHnsdale club
foi 'Japan, subject to censorship and
no surprises. Miss Myra
developed
sender's risk.' "
Ilelmer of Midlothian, the title holder,
v. on her way Into the Becond round by
FRENCH AMBASSADOR SAILS
defeating Mrs. A A. Heaning of
Washington, Aug. 25. William Q. Wheaton three up and two to play,
Sharp, newly appointed ambassador to while Miss Laurie Kaiser of St. Louis
France, saw Secretary Bryan today and eliminated Miss Elizabeth Allen of
announced his Intention to sail for Rosck Island two up.
Paris tomorrow on the French line
bteamer France. Myron T. Herrtck
POOR OLD MISSISSIPPI
his been holding over as ambassador
Athens, Aug. 25. The battleship
at Paris at President Wilson's request Kllkis has arrived in Grecian waters.
This vessel was purchased from the
diirlng the European crisis.
United States and was formerly the
MOOSE STILL LOYAL"
Mississippi.
Kansas City, Aug. 25. Loyalty to
the party was to be reaffirmed at the
Sour Stom.icii
If you are troubled with this com
progressive ' state convention to be
held here late today, according to plaint you should take Chamberlain's
party leaders. It was expected the Tablets, being careful to observe the
platform adopted by the convention directions with each bottle. You are
would be' largely a reaffirmation; of certain to be benefited by them if you
the platforms of 1912.. state and ' na- give them a trial Sold by all deal'
.
,
tional. ,
ers. Adv.
:

-

MICHIGAN

SCENE

OF POLITICAL

f

BATTLE
AND DEMOCRATS
REPUBLICANS
AT THE
HAVE CONTESTS
PRIMARIES

rTlsul E

I

To have correct

time

Detroit, Mich., Aug. 25. Following
the close of one of the warmest political battles staged in Michigan in
years, the voters engaged in a general
primary election today for the selec
tion of candidates for the state oifices
to be filled at the November election.
These offices include the governorship, supreme court Justiceship, su
perintend ency of public Instruction,
snd two regencies of the University
of Michigan. In addition, candidates
are to be named for 12 representatives
In congress and members of the state
legislature. Michigan does not elect
United States senator this year.
There are peculiar conditions exist
ing in Michigan politics at the pres
ent time that make the primary battle
In
of more than ordinary interest.
the first place, the state has a demo
cratic governor, the first to occupy
the executive office for more than 20
years. The question that Is uppermost
In the minds of the republican lead
ers is whether or not they can defeat
Governor Woodbridge N Ferris, who
is to be a candidate for reelection on
the democratic ticket.
Governor Ferris has Incurred the
onmity of the labor leaders of the
state because he sent the militia Into
tit upper peninsula at the beginning
of the great strike of the copper miner,- and the union men have been bit
ter In their denunciation of the executive's action, declaring that he will
never received the vote of the laboring element again.
reOn the other hand, stalwart
publicans in the upper peninsula,, business men and Influential citizens, who
have always rallied around the republican standard, openly declared that
Ferris pursued the proper course in
dealing with the strike troubles. If
the gubernatorial election had been
held soon after the strike it Is
that Governor Ferris would
a large proporhave received
tion of these republican votes. Whether he still stands as strong with
his element, no
thorotrito troubles are not so fresh fn the public
mind. Is a matter that can be decided
only when the 'ballots are cast at the
next election. Likewise, in the belief
of the followers of the governor, much
of the enmity of the labor leaders
engendered by the action of the governor during the strike is likely to
have been forgotten by election time.
In connection with the campaign the
question also has arisen as to whether Governor Ferris Is as strong with
his own party as he was at the last
A small coterie of demoelection.
crats, headed by Congressman Samuel
W. Beakes 01 the Second district, who
style themselves the "original Wilson
men," have expressed their displeasure over the course followed by the
governor in respect to the distribution
of federal patronage. The governor
took sides with National Committeemen Wood and Chairman Shields of
the state committee. These twci, according to the charges of Beakes and
his followers, tried to block the nomination of Wilson at the Baltimore
convention, and In consequence 'Michigan is said to have been minus her
full share of federal
jobs handed
around since President Wilson took

requires,
a
first good time
piece, second it
must be in good

.

ut

"'I'va'4
office.
All this has been carefully consid-eereby the republican leaders and
are
desirous to pick out a candithey
date who will bring the party back
into power. All the elective state offices with the exception :ot the govern

running order.

i

WE

OFFER

YOU

.
BOTH

First Class Time Pieces
First Class Repairing
At

'8

606 Douglas Ave.

Out of Town Work Solicited

16 months' world tour.
Osborn was
urged to get into the race by the
members of the party who favored
neither Martindale nor Groesbeck.
Tho supporters of the two last named
declare that Osborn's candidacy has
utterly failed to arouse the enthusiasm that was expected and that in
their belief he stands little chance of
being the candidate when the primary
ballots are counted.

MARKETS
KANSAS

STOCK

CITY LIVE

Kansas City, August 25. Hogs, receipts 3,000. Market steady.
Cattle, receipts 2,500. Market higher.
Sheep, receipts 1,200, Market lower.
Lambs $7.507.85; yearlings
wothcrs
t".7E8.GO
E.i05.85;
wes

$4.855.50..

"WEWANT OUR MONEY"
SHOUT ANGRY PEOPLE
NEW

YORKERS

OWNERS 0
REPAY

DEMAND
RUINED

THAT

BANK

DEPOSITORS

New York, Aug. 25. Police reserves
were called out today when District
Attorney Whitman's office was stormed
by 300 men and women from the east
side, depositors in the private bank
of Adolf Mandel, recently closed by
the banking department The crowd
fought its way through the building
to Mr. Whitman's office, demanding
that Ve bring criminal action against
'
the bank's proprietors.
.
MESSAGES IN ENGLISH

New York, Aug.. 25. The Western
Union Telegraph comply announced
today that messages
'" e
written in English as well
jn
French.
ma-no-

d

ntrship are now filled by republicans,
but considerable patronage is at stake
the campaign this fall, and the republican leaders are doubly anxious to
In

win.

The contest for the republican nom
started more
ination for governor-wa- s
than a year ago with two entrants,
which number has since been in
creased to five. The two original
starters in the race were Secretary of
State Frederick C. Martindale of De
troit and Alex p. Groesbeck chairman
of the Republican state central comMartindale
mittee, also of Detroit.
was a candidate for the nomination
two years ago and was defeated by
Amos M. Bussulman of Grand Rapids;
Those who are seeking harmony in
the party oppose the nomination of
Groesbeck because he is supposed to
eb particularly distasteful to the Progressives. George H. Ellis, mayor of
Grand Rapids, is seeking the
nomination as a progressive
is
republican. A fourth candidate
former Governor Chase S. Osborne,
who announced his candidacy last
June upon his return home from a
guber-notion-

"

j
Victrola VL $25
Othertyles$15to$200

'

The Victrola is
a source of endless
pleasure to the
tire household.
It gives everybody
music they like best.
Come in any time
and hear your favorite music, and find
out how you can easily get a Victrola.

en-

the kind of

The Store of Quallt

BACIIARAGHS

BROS.

Opposite Cattaneda Hotel
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STANDING OF THE CLUBS

.

Philadelphia

W.
76
64

.

Boston

.... 68
.....66

.V.

Chicago
St Louis
New York
Cleveland

.673
.666
.531
.504
.483
.479
.459
.319

49
53
57
60
69
63
81

60

Washington
Detroit

Pet

L.
37

on Thursday, August 27th at the city
hall In the city of Las Vegas to select eight delegates to the state convention of the progressive party to be
.held at Belen, N. M. September 3rd.
A. C. ERB, Chairman.

54
51
38

Federal League
Indianapolis
Chicago

Baltimore
Buffalo .
Brooklyn

.

Kansas City
St

W.

L,

65
62
58

49

56
54
53

63

51
52
55
62

...........52

Louis

63
62

.....47

Pittsburgh

-

National League

Boston

W.
.59
.59
.62

L.

,.59
..Bi

53
68
60

'

Philadelphia
Cincinnati .
Pittsburgh .

,

.52

48
49
53

"

..50
..49

72
64
60

Des Moines
Lincoln
Omaha

Topeka .
Wichita ,
BASEBALL

I

'

87

.464
.459
.445

Pet
.630
.578

54
55

49

.567
.504
.480
.444
.411
.386

TODAY

at New York.
Detroit at Washington,

Chicago

'

I

Senate: Met

at Boston,
at Philadelphia.

Cleveland
St. Louis

11 a. m.

trust

bill.

National League

House: Met at noon.
Underwood introRepresentative
duced to resolution to withhold pay
from absent members and cancel all
leaves of absence.
Seaman's bill up for debate.

at

Boston

Chicago.

Philadelphia

at Pittsburgh.

Brooklyn at CInclnnaU.
New York at St. LouIsl
.

Federal League

No games scheduled,

AMERICANS STILL STRANDED
London, Aug. 25. Alvey Adee, the
AmArimm assistant secretary oi staie
has arrived in London from the Scan
peninsular He win leave
dinavian

Scott and Schalk; Cole

..

iWeBtoin League
Wichita at Des Moines.
Denver at Sioux City,
Topeka at St Joseph.

steamer
Liverpool tomorrow on the
Lincoln at Omaha,
New York for New York.
Adee
Mr.
Prance
in
While traveling
was ordered by Secretary Bryan to
attend the Spitzbergen conference at
RESULTS
YESTERDAY'S
Christiana, which is framing a govBeing
Land.
ernment for No Mans
In Christiana Mr. Adee assisted in the
American League
relief of Americans stranded in
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
sendin
instrumental
was
and
1 6 2
.
Tiiia
ing more than 800 of his countrymen J.Dl,;iHolTiVi!n
7 9 0
back home. He believes there are liilU""'""
Batteries: Hamilton, Baohley "d
about 1,500 Americans still in NorAgnew; Hale, Plank and McCrv.
way and Sweden.
k. n. a.
Second Game
3
6

St. Louis

Philadelphia Batteries:

of the United States in July amounted
to $314,260,358, a decrease of $341,136
from June and an increase of $14,047,
over' July, last year, the department
of commerce announced today.
160,17ft33. an
July imports were
June! ex;
increase of $2,648,683
decrease of
$154,0826.
were
ports
There was an
$2,898,189 from.vite.
in
imports over
0f
excess
,095,908

new;

Bia

and

tlaumgardner
and Schang.

8

3

9

2
Ag-

R.H.E.
At Washington
1
3 1
Detroit
3 0
1
Washington Batteries: Covaleskie and Stanage;
Ayres and Henry.
Rv H. E.
Second Game
11 12 0
Detroit 0 4 2
Washington A
Dauss
and
Shaw,
Batteries:
McKee;
ejportc''
Stevens and
Harper,
Bentley,
,fienree Scarborough has completed
Williams.
a play called "What is Love?"
---

Aln-smit-

You Will Find
"

"1
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From week to week this space will riclo some interesting
pertaining to banking business.
This week we present evidence of growth.

T0V0TEJ0RAP0PE

7 13

...3

9

6 14
7 1?

Brooklyn

Indianapolis .
Batteries:
Marion,
Land; Kalserling and

Maxwo'i
Rarld-:- i

1

3

AND FEEBLE
PRELATES
ARE GIVEN ROOMS IN THE
VATICAN

"tV,

Total Resources January i,

0

$252,270.47

Total Resources January 1,1914 - $320,653.83

Total Resources July 1, 1914 - $406,587.28

Peoples Bank

&

Trust Company

COMMENCED BUSINESS OCTOBER

set

in the second

TITLES

RETAIN

a.

The Austrian ambassador delivered
an address of condolence on the death McLOUGHLIN AND BUNDY EASILY
DEFEAT MATHEY AND
of Pope Pins X. Reply was made by
;'
CHURCH
F. Cardinal Seraflno Vannutelli.

11.

1

6 - J

5

0

USED MEAT GRINDER
TO CUT UP DODIES

Western League i
R. H. E.
At Omaha
6 7 0
Lincoln VICTOR INNES AND HIS WIFE ARE
1
6 4
Omaha ACCUSED OF HORRIBLE
Batteries: Scoggina and Blackburn;
CRIME
Garrett, Tipple and Kreuger.
Eugene, Ore., Aug. 23. Mr. and
R. H. B. Mrs. Victor
At Des Moines
Innes,; charged with the
7 9 3 murder
Des Moines
.
of Mrs. Eloise Ennis and
3
4 7
Wichita
Miss Beatrice Nelms, left here today
Batteries: Tunrer, Duffy and Haley; for San Antonio, Tex., in charge of
Lambert, Durham and Nones.
a Texas deputy sheriff.
Accompanying the prisoners Is a
R. H. E.
At Sioux City
grewsome bit of evidence in the form
15 15 0 of a
Sioux City
large meat grinder found in the
1
7
2
Denver Innes home. This is being taken to
Batteries: Richie and Murphy; Mor- Texas in an effort to prove that it
gan, Mitchell and Spahr.
was used In disposing of the bodies
of the murdered women.
R. H. R
At St. Joseph
7 14 1
Topeka .
Katheryn Osterman has a new vau
3 1 3
St Joseph
deville sketch called "True to Na
'
Batteries: Weldman and Gleason; ture,"
Lafferty, Sterzer and Schang.
SPORT, EVENTS
Wednesday
Summer race, meeting of Connaught
Park Jockey club opens at Ottawa
J
Ontario.
boat
motor
of national
Onenins'
'
carnival at Manhasset bay, Port
Washington, L. I.
Saturday
will
The Futurity, for
be run at Saratoga, N. Y.

14, 1912.

'

ion is based upon observation.

The Californlan weakened in the last
set and Williams ran out the match
three sets to one. Officials announced
the default of Norman E. Brookes, the
whose place in the second
round in singles had been kept open
two days.
,,,
,

Ff

f Newport, R. I., Aug. 25. Maurice
E. McLoughlin of San Francisco and
Thomas C. Bunday of Los Angeles
successfullly defended their title of
lawn tennis doubles champions of
the country today by defeating Dean
Mathey of Crahford, N.ni., and G. M.
Church of New York, in straight sets.
Except for brief periods In the first
and third sets, McLoughlin and Bun- dy were masters of the situation
throughout. Both Mathey and Church
showed flashes of brilliancy and kept
down the scores by remarkable court
covering. They aimed nearly all
their returns at Bunday, but the little
Callfornian stood the fire stoutly and
sent back stinging shots. McLoughlin
was wild at times but backed up his
partner on nearly all occasions.
In the meantime single matches
being run off on all the courts with
the contest between R. Norrls Williams, I. I. A. of Philadelphia, and J.
M. Johnston of San Francisco, as the
Williams was forced to
features.
play his highest tennis iathe; first
three sets, for Johnston tied the score

t.i..tA
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TOURIST TRAVEL
WILL BE MUCH
HEAVIER
Federal traction

,

belief of W. A. Haller cf New York
city, who Is In Las Vegas on a Liief
Dusiness trip. Mr. Haller Is general
superintendent and chief engineer for
the Federal Light and Power company of New York city, the corporation which owns the Las Vegas Light
and Power company and the Las
Vegas Traction company. He is making a tour of the states in which his
company has holdings, and his opin
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tongue before the first
inning's over. For you
never smoked the
likes of P. A. tobacco made by an
exclusive patented
process that takes
out the bite and the
parch.

Aug. 25. The
Antwerp of the Evening News

London,

telegraphs that a Zeppelin airship
which flew over Antwerp last night
was 'brought down by Belgian artillery
fire six miles outside of Antwerp. The
crew of 15 men were prisoners.
This dispatch evidently refers to the
same airship reported earlier In the
day from Antwerp as having flown
over the city last night
Another dispatch from. Antwerp says
this Zeppelin, before It was brought
to earth, succeeded rn dropping seven
or eieht bombs Into Antwerp. One of
the houses wrecked by these missiles
was situated only 300 yards from the
palace of King Albert; Seven persons
were killed and six seriously Injured
by the explosion. Some other housea
w?re half demolished by the falling

A

E1LI

the national joy smoke

bombs,
One bomb partly wrecked the hos
pital of St. Elizabeth, but fortunately

,,

No matter what you pay for your pipe
or cigarette makin's tobacco, you'll

never stay put till you get acquainted
Willi

,f

H1C Ala liWAiilX J

"J oi"Wv

Such flavor, such aroma, such freshness!

Why,
that
about
or
it
talk
it
about
write
to
puts
just
"lead me to it" spirit right into your system.

!

You join the P. A. band and find out for yourself
why rrince Albert is tne national joy smoKe.
Yoa'll find P. A. awaiting yoar call at all storeB that
Toppy red bags, 5c; f if red tins, 10c;
humidors.
also handsome pound and half-poun-d

t

$ell tobacco.

R.

J.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.,

Winston-Sale-

m,

ft

Si

of Prince Albert and jam it
into a jimmy pipe or roll a
makin's cigarette. Either
will make peace with your

DAMAGED

1

1

you do
FIRSTgetthing
a tidy red tin

PERSONS ARE KILLED
AND MANY HOUSES ARB

the proposed
St
county unit local option law was the
only .proposition on which drafters of
a tentative republican state platform
said they failed to agree this morning.
Leaders predicted, however, that the
proposed law, which Is to be voted on
next November, would either be left
unmentloned or only mildly condemn
ed at the republican state convention
here today.

'The war in Europe has almost
paralyzed business In New York,"
said Mn. Haller this morning in talk
ing with a representative of The
"The further wet one goes
Optic.
the better business conditions become.
This is due, in my opinion, to the immense crops raised in the middle western and western states and the fact
that cessation of regular ocean commerce does not have so direct an effect In that section as it does nearer
the coast.
"I firmly believe the war in Europe)
will be the cause of greatly increased ;
tourist traffic from the eastern state-- ;
to the Pacific coast this fall and winter and all next summer. Deprived
of the opportunity for going to Europe, whither many easterners are in
the habit of sailing yearly, thousands
of people will go to California. I believe there will be an immense traffic
through here and that Las Vegas may
advertise itself
profit by it if
and induce the travelers to stop off.
Mr. Haller Is pleased
with the
plav.ts of the Las Y.as utilities com
putes controlled by ala corporation.
He says they are capable of serving
a city of twice the size of Las Vegas.
Mr. Haller, during his stay here, has
been shown about the plants and the
city by "W. P. Southard, manager of
the Las Vegas companies. He expect
to leave this evening for Albuquerque,
where his company owns the street
railway.

i

SEVEN

LAW

makes

That business conditions in the
west are a great deal more satisfac
tory than those In the east Is the

BOMBS INTO ANTWERP

thoro were no patients In the build
ing. The bombs exploded with terri
fic force and threw the inhabitants of
Antwerp into a state 'bordering on
panic.
There is intense indignation in
Antwerp at the attack on the hospital,
which was flying the Red Cross flag.

man

BASED ON THE
BIG
WAR

FORECAST,

GERMAN AIRSHIP DROPS

NEW LIQUOR
Louis, Aug. 25.

$188,390.76

Total Resources July 1,1913 -

0

0
Indianapolis
Batteries: Lafitte, Bluejacket and
Land; Billiard and Rariden.

at

-

1913

'

It.

Second Game
Brooklyn

'

Information

R. H. E. OLD

Scan-danav-

IMPORTS IN EXCESS
Washington, Aug. 25. Foreign trade

GATHERING

Latin-America- n

61.

56
53

CARDINALS

i,

.639
.527
.468

69

63
65
70
76

0
0

Batteries:
Leonard, Bedient and
Carrigan; Thomas. Hagerman, Dillin-gernCoimbe, Blandin" and O'Neil.

American League

I

Debate resumed on; Clayton

74

Denver
St. Joseph

TODAY IN CONGRESS

25.

6

PIV1

AUGUST 25, 1914.

Rome, Aug. 25. Owing to their
feebleness, several of the cardinals
whe will attend the conclave to select
National League
a successor to Pope Pius X will be
"
At Chicago
R.H.B.
rooms In the Vatican near the
5 9 2 given
Boston .
Sistine chapel, where the halplting
2
9
10
Chicago
will be held twice dally. Other carBatteries: Tyler, Rudolph and Gow- dinals have been notified that they
PcL dy; lavender, Vaughn
Cheney and
may attend mass In their rooms, thus
Archer.
.670
avoiding the fatigue of going every
.540
to the Pauline chapel.
R. H. E. morning
At Pittsburgh
.527
The
fifth
congregational of cardinals
3 7 2
.514 Philadelphia
was held today in the conslstorial
9- - 0
2
.495 Pittsburgh
hall. The meeting was short, owing
Batteries:
Marshall, Mayer and!
.461
ito
the diplomatic reception which im
Gibson.
and
Dooin; McQuillan
V452
mediately followed. The diplomats
.431
'
At Cincinnati
R. H. E. were headed by Prince Schoenberg
0 5 2 Harlenteln, the Austrian ambassador,
Brooklyn .
The only
5 0 who Is dean of the corps.
4
Cincinnati
Pet
other European country represented
.551
was Spain, the remainder of the diploFederal League
.546
coun-tr- i
mats lioiui? from
.. i
H.
E.
At Indianapolis
ft

1

at

7

1

At Boston
Boston .,
Cleveland

American Leagua

Western League
CALL FOR PROGRESSIVE PRIMARY
L.
W.
A progressive county convention is
m. Sious City , . . . .'
8:15
47
80
p.
to
at
meet
called
hereby

Washington, Aug.

2

Xew York

Batteries:
and Fisher.

R. L. Skldmore a stove and range
salesman of a. Louis, 1s In the city
'
for a few days.
Miles iT. Gibbons of Denver Colo ,
is registered at one of the local hotels.
C. A. Gay and W. A. Hallen, both
of New York, are making a short
business stay in Las Vegas.
E. W. Werner of. Trinidad is in the
city today.
W. J. Walker, a Kansas City business man, Is stopping at one of the
local hotels.
A. A. Hallberg of Chicago is In the
city for a few days.
Rev. W. H. Ashley, of Weiser, Ida., Is
here for a short visit and is the guest
of Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Tipton. Mr.
Ashley lived In Las Vegas 20 years
ago, and for nine years "was Tjead of
the Las Vega's feeademy,' where Son's
.and. daughters of prominent Las Vegas
people were educated prior to the establishment jof the public school
eystem. He still owns property here.
Mr Ashley now is pastor of the First
.' Congregational church in Weiser.
J, S. Brumback. of Van Wert, O.,
arrived In this city this morning en
route west. Mr. Brumback is touring
the country on horseback in search
of health.

R. IL E.

Chicago -

TUESDAY,

N.

C
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the" walls were couches; ,
cn making
and
and between them, on the floor, cush- even gucsse,
him . . . her, that Is, and
to
love
ions, to serve as seats.
he Bhe
"I wonder if there are enough?" couldn't understand oh!whymore than
like
And
didn't
it.
aid Don, and without watting for an
I did
things; that i3,
answer, darted across the alley to that, would terrible been
terrible if
have
they
a
take from under the very head of
went there
I
man.
had
Pedro
been
a
neighbor, the desired articles, with alone. The model told me I ought not
which he presently returned. Meanand why; but I was mad I did not
while, De Bush,
dignified to,
understand what she meant
really
soldespite his pirate costume, was
And then, last night" her voice sank
emnly sliding over the wax he flung to
a whisper and she kept looking fixthe floor, while on the balcony
Copywtight by Bobbs'Merrill Co. upon
at the floor "last night I went
edly
and Pell,
Blaume, the
to
Pedro's
studio again alone . . .
were giving each other illustrations of
I didn't)
I was
desperate
the
latest
know what I was doing. And
clearly
SYNOP8IS.
of
1
detriment
match, greatly to the
save her husband. When I came to,
he (that was before I knew), Pedro,
was aboard a ship bound for New their costumes.
me plainly, right out plainly . .
1
Pedro
Th
rend.
CHAPTER
pen
Then the first "outside" guest ar- told
tha danctnf bear, Mr. Jonas, pr- - York. The president was saved, as I
. and I didn't care . . . and at
of
the
character
the
a
in
a
young learned afterward, but the revolution rived,
frant a tramn from atpallnc
lady
he was a girl
tody'' purse. Pedro' ambition to become
she was last he had to confess
to painter Bpura him to quit Old Nit ana was successful and he was deposed. queen of Sheba. Instantly
. . . and oh! Mr. Leigh, do you
um trAllIng bear dancera.
Carmen, I heard, was dead. Then, surrounded by an admiring, clamoring, think Sam will ever forgive me for be-- !
1
after a while, I married to please my teasing group.
thf
and
Old
Nlta
CHAPTER II Pedro,
ing such a wicked fool? And do you
"Am I the first?" asked the lady.
aar tralnera atart for New Tork. Pedro family."
so
that
think he will ever come back
n
man
a portrait for a
ipalnta
"No, indeed," Bald Bell comforting"Iris1 mother?" said Hill.
ELnd ao earn
I can tell him how sorry I am that I
a meal for the company.a
as
questhe
as
much
with
"She
continued
inanity
ly,
"Yes,"
Vanderpool.
Rfbe lady of the puree adventure aeea
ever picked that silly, wrong-headedied within a year, leaving the baby tion required. And then, just as the
painting as (he pasaei.
quarrel with him? Oh, do you?"
Iris . . . I was fond of her, in a way, situation was becoming unbearably
mAPTRR Til New Tork. Miss lovvoice shook with emotion
- and
but I never forgot stupid, as such moments at the begin- as Leigh's
sorry
Vanderpool quarrels with her artist
he answered her, nnd he was glad
m
'
door
tmr, nam mil, ana iney pari.
the
of
a
are,
across
party always
ning
Recently, I came
In hop father's desk a portrait Carmen.
for that she did not look him In the face
hrblch she recognises as that r.of Pedro, Rowe, who had been prominent In the opened to an Apache,
as he spoke, for he knew that at the
who rescued her from the
affairs of Venezuela during my visits war. A wild whoop went up at once, moment its expression had got bethe crowd
CHAPTER IV Hill, the despondent there. He told me that Carmen was and before it had subsided,
yond his power of control.
gover, meets Pedro and Mr. Jones in not dead. . . . Good God! that began to stream in,
"Yes," he said unsteadily, "It will
(Washington square. They dine together. was all he needed to say, but he noisy, gorgeous or humorous, filling
Hill disc overs talent in
come right!"
all
dream-likand In a mad desire to lose himself, Ingives added that she was being kept a pris- the dim studio with a
He got to his feet, and took an unEls studio and all In It to Pedro
with
alive
movement,
fraught
and
to
Intents
throng,
all
purposes, by
oner,
for Mr. Jones.
certain step or two, the words she had
the present government for fear that with the delightful mystery of fajust uttered concerning Pedro still
Hill's
i
CHAPTER V Pedro occupies
the country would rise In favor of her miliar friends in disguise.
in his brain. The pace or two
krtudlo ami calls on Leigh, the sculptor,
The air was full of chatter, of ringing
fmih a. letter from Hill. Leigh, calllnR in supposed son If she were left free.
brought him facing the
(return, in the alley bumps into two men, Now you will understand the situa laughter, of delighted screams of had, however,
door. In It his eyes met a sight that
ne of whom Ifl Keginaia vsnuorpuui, tion. I have financed
"fin'nH
R11H
It'll
ronnnnltlnn
l.nrill
everything. The
Iris' father, in dlsgutue.
would ordinarily have been sufficient
last boat Balls on the early tide, before Look what Bill has on! Have you to fill him with amazement, but Leigh
comnana nTrn
vt Vnndernool's
ftj
tomorrow. I have here a let- seen Mazie's tights!!! Kitty has on a was too much stunned
Hon goes Into the btsement of Hill's studio daylight
by Iris' unconter to my daughter which I thought blonde wig! yes, it is Ken Harris! scious confirmation of his own secret
and talks wltn Kicarao, or
of
a
against
basement tenant,
conspiracy
would sufficiently
explain my ab- Well! look at Mr. De Bush, will you! knowledge to feel any further emotion
s
government
Vanderpool,
foreign
Hello, Pell, old boy, feel as great a
ver whom Rowe has a secret hold. Is sence."
Just then. But he managed to speak,
and her child.
"You are going with them with fool as you look?" etc., etc. From the
Implicated. Benora Daussa
Rows
and the words aroused Iria like magic.
dead la au uprising.
uppoediy
came
corner where the musicians Bat,
the revolutionists!" exclaimed Hill.
knows to be alive.
"Yes," he said feebly, "I think you
"I am going to rescue Carmen," re- an ungodly squeaking and scraping. will have the opportunity of apoloentrance
dro
gains
CHAPTER
noimar t Milllnan a. meets plied Vanderpool with a wistful smile. The perfume of burning incense, of gizing, for here comes Sam Hill now!"
ilrls again, makes many friends andnews- "And you sail at dawn! Will yos new-li- t cigarettes, of heavy cosmetics
Then they both stared hard at the
unconsciously a subject for
come with me to the house at end camphor, hung in the atmosphere. door, where,
not
sure enough, Sam was
jpaper copy.
tell Iris what you have told The hungry violinist readjusted his
as a bear trainer,
- once, and
drlvdisguised
Is
standing,
ct xmi flenorato Daussa
where me," cried Hill excitedly. "By jove! handkerchief and waved his bow;
L
a resort
detail of his costume complete
every
.
.. .1 n,nhu
I
r h J nixarn nntnwn
maddenof
a
was
blast
melody,
the conspirators mm net bear trainer. it's a wonderful story! It will set there
down to the very bear itself. Iris gave
Wnltv. Sam Hill,
if you'll only ing, enticing, and the crowd in the a little
Ue'es Rows unexpectedly attacked by Old everything right for me,
cry. He was smiling at her,
center of the room began to move
come along!"
Nlta, and rescues ner.
and behind him shadowed the tall
continued
The
guests
"Impossible!" replied Vanderpool. rhythmically.
fltrure of her father. She turned to
takes luncheon
TTTTii'r
fwith Iris In her home, meeting Vander "There are some vital details yet to to pour in.
her lover, her hands outstretched.
ny reuro
Among these came Leigh, clad in
be attended to. Besides, I prefer not
pool, who Is dltiturbea the
and
"Samuel!" she said brokenly, and
miniature
remembers
Irk
to return to the house again. The high boots, rough shirt, and trousers, was
wonders. She tells Pedro her suspicion
gathered into his arms.
anl
blackmailed
over
Is
coat
thrown
his
being
servants have been told I have gone carrying an ax,
that her father
beloved of the Lord!" mufe
"Samuel,
nliBts hla help to discover Vanderpool
away for some time, and I do not now his arm, this costume having been tered Leigh, as he reeled out on to
isecret
troupe.
... . .. u
for Pedro. wish to do anything that will excite created to emulate the personal apnAiied
the balcony like a drunken man. From
and
Pedro sees Rowe with Vanderpool win- the slightest comment."
pearance of the great American for the floor below came the rhythmic
basement
Rowe's
tiirnucrh
imiiti
woman
"But Great Scott!" exclaimed Hill whom he had been named.
How Is astonished at sight of a Is Uke
of many heels, and the tinkling
whn
face, feature for feature.
After a quick word of greeting to stamp
in diBinay, "will you write out a certune of the "Spanish.
jfils own.
tificate for me to show her as tho Don Milligan, he thrust his impedihears from the proof of what I shall tell her?"
Ill
rTTAPTim
menta into a corner, and began to
Hiear dancers that Pedro Is a Venezuelan.
(To ba contimed tomorrow)
in
search
and
heard
the
"I
wander
lady
giving
among the crowd for the face
young
about,
Jones
Mr.
Illtll and
him
the
to
ad
not
otumbto upon Rowe, loading a Issteamer
were
be
haunted
that
had
structions
that
you
incessantly
seized
Hill
iwrith contraband of war.
aa a spy. Vanilerpool, asphalt king, ap' mitted," said Vanderpool with a twin 18 hours past. But although many COURTESY ALL TOO SCARCE
kle. "Has the order been revoked?" smiled at him, and beckoned him to
Tpears as "Senor Chief."
"I I don't know," gaBped Hill. join them, he shook his head in re Cleveland
Set Fine Example of
for
CHAPTER XII Iris aualn postCRhttOt
Then an idea struck him, and he fusal, and continued to look for Pedro
the Duty-o- f a Gentleman te
nnrtrnH Ppilrrt 11Ir her lie
he
But Pedro was nowhere to be found.
J'elp her father, whom he knows toIris,
the Fair Sex.
laughed aloud in relief.
associating-- with shndy characters.
"See here!" he said, "she Is going and Instead, in a small room opening
1 ifatuatcd
with Pedro, sIrhs an aijree-- i
nt to marry whoever gets her father to a costume dance at the Mllllgans on to the balcony, he came upon Iris,
The youthful Walter
.it of trouble.
.. Raleigh
en ot uaing W- ij.
tnnls'ht. Couldn't von en there with uhn aaoiarl imnn offa divnn wanatten
jj
ill
the
fui
to
his
for
t,u
leave
walk
is
eager
a pleasuetore
gaged
you
queen
warding
boat,
pass,
nn, just
was
determined
who
of
me
tions
ant
rtim
historical
But
Pell,
the
straightened
get
heart
nunt'"fnr
things
nelp
picture.
VxiflV."
iiy;"rlWf,nmTTWm""a'
lot to ask, but
that she should dance with him.
of a courteous gentleman may beat
Klcardo, Is torn ny rearo
mi Pedro s out? I know It'snota above
finc.nmi Ilnupsa. who la with
said
"But you're
"Hello, Iris!"
Leigh, coming up, under the blouse of a workingman
asking,"
Mr.
mnther are together. Pedro,
ished Vanderpool with a laugh. "Yes, and at once perceiving that she as well as under the cloak of a
Jones' aid. finds Hill.
I think it could be managed. I'll have wished to be rid of the young re
courtier.
CHAPTER XIVFrill.Pedro nnd his Hill
to go in these clothes, though. Will porter. "Hello, Pell! get out of this,
Pedro elves
Last November the city of Cleveraciio
"nirrremotit" and asks In return that they let me in?"
I land, O., was cut off from the outer
will
I've
Irl'
particular
something
you?
Ricardo
from
Daussa
Hill protect .Senora
"I'll take care of that!" cried Hill want to tell Miss Vanderpool."
world by the worst storm of wind and
mmiau'i.
values,
"You brigand!" retorted Pell, ma- sleet and snow in its history. Trac"where shall I meet you?"
joyfully,
rimllnir
.el?h
CHAPTER
Call for me at the Calumet club, king a wry face, "what right have you, tion lines and railways were tied up
back In his studio, tcllg him of the
etranse tnnirle of events. Leigh advises at about twelve," said Vanderpool.
boarding my ship this way? However, for several days. Four days after
care in Pedro's relations with Iris nnd
"I I don't quite know how to thank despite my newspaper instinct,
the ' storm, a woman reached Cleveon Pedro's refusal to spend tha night
if
But
with him, sees a great light.
from
shall
land to visit her sister. She knew
out
tne
otner
withdraw
you, began tim,
eioppea
you see a paragraph or two about that the cars were not yet running
Pedro returns to him with a gesture.
CHAPTER XVI
on the line she wished to take, and
Hill's studio at 4 In the morninir and finds
'I have been 25 years without the yourselves, don't be surprised!"
Iris there. The Infatuated woman re- thing I am helping you to get, said
so she took a car on another line that
With which witticism he was off.
her love for Pedro. As a last
he. "Do you suppose I want you to
sort Pedro confesses: "I am a girl!"
"Fresh cub," muttered Leigh. Then would take her to the city limits,
wait? Then, too, I rather like the idea to Iris, "May I sit down, or would where she hoped to connect with a
CHAPTKR XVII The consplrntors
You'll you rather be left alone?"
car that would take her where she
of having you for a
meet In Rowe's basement. He toils them
the revolution turns on his will. Van- be good for Iris."
"I no, that is, yes!" said Iris con- wanted to go.
dernool is financing it to free Senora
"Do sit here beside me,
"Er yes!" said Hill.
fusedly.
Forty minutes later she ptepped
Daussa, president's widow, whom he believes ft prisoner In Venezuela. If they
"And now, get out, I'm busy," saM please. I I feel rather uphappy to- from the car at the edge of tha city.
do not eeree to make Rowe dictator he
will tell Vanderpool where the senora Is Vanderpool, tearing in half the lo!tr night, and that boy bothered me. Between her and the curbstone a wide
nd so stop the money supply. They that he had just written.
What Is it that ytu have to tell me?" stream of water six or eight Inches
gree and leave him. Senora Daussa has
overheard, denounces Rowe, and runs
"Absolutely nothing," said Leigh, deep was running. As she looked
away from him.
CHAPTER XIX.
sinking down beside her, "it was helplessly about, a workingman whose
calls on
CHAPTER XVTIT-HI- 11
only a ruse. But I'll try and think up hair was touched with gray left a
and shows him Iris "aereement."
A Momentous Evening.
if you like."
group on the sidewalk, waded out to
something
and
agrees
Vanderpool explains matters
De Bush dined at the Mllllgans 0:1
"Don't trouble!" replied Iris with her and Bald:
to go to Milllgan'i costume dunce with
"Madam, you don't
Hill.
know me, and I don't know you, but
the night of the masquerade, and be- a little laugh.
"Perhaps that is, if you like to, you if you'll let me, I'll be glad to help you
1'he financier continued lo pace In sides the great painter there were EdShe thanked him,
Hence for a few momenta, his white wards and little Berry Forest, who know will you tell me something?" to the sidewalk."
and he took her suitcase to the curb,
toead bowed, his thin, youthful figure paints those fluffy landscapes. Ulauni ) Leigh responded.
"That depends," said Iris, patting splashed back, and taking her up in
ate there, too, and Theodore Pell, wh.
Alert and active aa a boy's, his handand absent the shimmering skirt of her costume. his arms, waded with her to the walk.
some cameo-likfeatures contracted came in at salad-time- ,
carIn thought. The,n he spoke abruptly. mindedly ate it all, while he told ot "That depends on the nature of the There he put her down
ried her suitcase into a near-bstore,
"You have surmised that a revoluseeing Pedro at Beer Peter's place, question."
"I have no question to put," he told and told her he would tell her when
tion waa afootT You are right there and of the splendid article which h
to in Venezuela. My asphalt InterPell, had made out of it. And au va her. "It is only that I can see you are her car came; for he was also waiting
the custom of the house, when thj unhappy, and there must be a reason for it.
ests are chiefly there. The export-tax- ,
Two hours later he waded with the
as it stands, would be a drain upon coffee cups had been drained for Uk for it. Now, if you told me that reacar,
my profits, and ostensibly that is the second time, Bell Milligan made them son, the telling might help you to dis- suit case to the
returned, and splashed once more
reason for my backing this scheme to all help to clear up, and get the flocr cern its real slgniflcance."
"You say such odd things," she re- through the stream of melting snow
npset the present government. Dut waxed, for it was nearly ten o'cloc!-anbefore long the guests would bi plied, "and such true ones! In most as he carried her to the step. Then
there is another reason, a deeper one,
cases your receipt might work, but, he said: "I hope you'll be all right,"
known only to myself and one other gin arriving.
Bell wore a yellow costume wiiii in this one, it won't.
You see, my and took a place at the opposite end
Rowe. It concerns a woman, who,
se tells me, is kept a prisoner by the sparkling things on it, and ornaments chief trouble is that I have made an of the car. Youth's Companion.
low president of that God forsaken of the same sort across bar forehead, awful fool of myself, and talking about
it would only make me more fool than CONCERNING TAIL OF DOG
place. Let me tell you about her. and to It she added an
When I first took up this business I gingham apron, while she superin- ever."
went to Venezuela to make my con- tended the arrangements, her frank
"Not necessarily," he responded. Varying Theories as to Whether Custracts. I got good ones, and I made chaff and the laughter which made "For instance, you might have been
tomary Appendage la or le
friends with the dictator a fine old her so well beloved by all these fa- misled in the first place. You are
Not Hereditary.
man. He had a very young wife hard- mous men, ringing clear.
scarcely responsible for that, and all
The dim red lanterns were lighted, your foolishness might he subsequent
Edmund Perrier, the director of the
ly more than a child. I fell In love
her and she with me. She had the cellar, with its two famous kegs and dependent upon such misleading, Paris Mustn of Natural History, publishes the Jesuits of experiments made
a child a girl it was, but it was be- of October brew, was arAnged foi or deception."
"That's it exactly!" cried Iris. "Oh, by Philip e Vilmorin on the transmising brought up as a boy because the those who chose to sit and drink tc
father had been so bitterly disap- the accompaniment of dancing feet Mr. Leigh, do you think it would be sion of hereditary characteristics in
pointed at having no son . . . and upon the studio floor above: the tiny very terrible If I were to tell you dogs. P. says: "Various breeds of
Carmen was faithful to her child and kitchenette was crammed to its utter something something that Involved dogs an without tails, such as Breton
I am glad she most capacity with the good things a third person, I mean? It would spanleli. Hungarian sheep dogs and
ler husband
"was
I would not have had it for supper, and at half past ten pre- ease my mind so, and I must have ad- varloui toy dogs."
M. da Vilmorin speculated as to
otherwise. But we danced together a cisely the musicians arrived: a thin vice! My father has gone off some.great deal , . . there was no harm flutist, a fat German cellist, a dapper, where, and there is no one else. Do whethr this characteristic was hereditary. He had observed hundreds ot
Jn that . . . Then, one night the dyspeptic pianist, and a tempera- you think I might?"
"I think you might," replied Leigh dogs made by 27 crosses between dogs
hungry-lookinviolinist
Inevitable, or rather the usual revolu- mental,
tion broke out. It broke out In the These took up their places around the sltfwly. "I think it would do no harm of different breeds. "The results
showed that the characteristic
of
. . where
ballroom
piano, and tucking to tell me if it concerned one particwe
were weather-beateno tail was dominant in the
mean
I
Pedro!"
having
ular
.
their
handkerchiefs
person.
under their chins,
The orchestra stopped
waltzing.
"So you know!" cried Iris, violently descendants of these dogs. It, thereabruptly: all was confusion. I was prepared for the strenuous time that
And I never for, a reared that dogs totally lack.knocked unconscious while r.ylng to was traditional of the Milligans" par agitated. "You know!
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The Impossible Boy
By Nina Wilcox Putnam
Illustrations by C. D. Rhodes,
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COLUMN
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TISEMENTS

Regular
munication first and
In
third Thursday
Men month. Visiting
bitrtners cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. 8. Van
Petten, Secretary.
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Wanted

com-...i.- ..

fourth Tuesday evening of each
girl for general month Elks" home on NinO street
housework. Apply to Mrs. H. G. and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Coors.
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springer, Exalted
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
WANTED A second hand,
Secretary.
range; good water heater. Phone
Purple 5492.
AND LADIES OF SECURKNIGHT
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping month at 8 p. m.
Visiting Knights and
rooms. Phone Main 348, 721 Fourth, Ladles
O. L. Freealways welcome
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
FOR RENT Furnished house, Ap- - Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
ply 323 Tenth street.
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms in Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N, It.
modern home. Mrs. M. F. Holland,
915 Sixth street
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth
Thursday evening eack
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
light housekeeping, modern except brothers cordially Invited. Howard
heat No Bick. T. J. Carville, 813 Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
Lincoln avenue.
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7:44 p. &

This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-i- you use
EMPRESS

f

FLOUR
It 'e giving you
a present for do-

mi

ing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

i

Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really

OF AMERICA

DViraat of
O. hall,

..

p. m

1:35

.

Defn

m.... 1:25
m.... :44
m.... 4:SI

1:10 p.
1:35 a.
4:20 p.

ft.

.

11:6 f.
2:34 a ft.
2:04 9.

West Bound
Arrive

For Rent

MODERN

Dean
7:4s

m....
m....

2:25 a.
1:25 p.

c

For YOU!

A good

WANTED

is.

Made by
PROCESS
GER-MA-

Drnthrlj

on the
Tuesdays of

second and fourth
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. 8tewart
40 ACRES irrigated land near
G. Laemmle, Clerk;
Z. W.
Consul;
Spring
er; win trade for Las Vegas prop Montague, Local Deputy.
Tlsltlni
members are especially weleone and
erty. W. G. Ogle.
cordially invited.

N

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS
STANDARD

Far Sato

XV-Pe- dro.

ear-sho- t.

No.
O. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO, No.
4. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth itieet All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend No.
J. Friedenstlne, N. O.; A. T. Rogera, No.
V. Q.; T. M. FJwood, Secretary; Karl No.
Werta, Treasurer; C V. Hedgcock, No.

WANTED Woman for general houseCemetery Trustee.
work. Harvey's Ranch, Box B., East
Las Vegas.
B. p. O. ELK8 Meets second and

ii

'

Regular convo
cation first Monday In each
East Bound
month at Masonic Temple
Arrive
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brlnegar,
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre-W&- i No, 1.... 7:20 p. m
No. 4. ...11:54 p m
tary.

AL ARCH MASONS

many-colore-

uiuu.

NO.

BROTHERHOOD

Meets every Monday night In
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, president;
J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally,
Treasurer.
102

com-

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUr
CIL NO. B04. Meet
second and
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
fiv cants ptr lint tach Insertion.
Reg- - earth Thursday
in O. R. C. hall.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
fc
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a Una,
conclave Becond Tuefh Pioneer building. Visiting members
No ad to occupy less space than two
dey In each mcnth at Ma- - are cordially invited. Richard Devlns,
All advertisements
lines
charged sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
will be booked at space actually eet
Smith, E. C; Cnas. Tamme, Recorder.
without regard to number of words. LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- Cash In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD

purse-enaicne-

m

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
A. M.

RATES

ANO CAFF

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
YH1 BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLKB

WANT

gray-haire-

poet-mode- l,

OPTIC

15he

London's Newest Museum.
Lady's phaeton and 8tan.
The
Historical Medical museum is
in
hope
good order, see them at
SILVER
London's newest museum. The colCooley's ham.
0
lections, which occupy a space of
feet, are extraordinarily compreFRENCH
hensive in character. There are relics
of famous men in medicine and science
tREY (STERLING) FINISH
CANTALOUPES by parcel post; pink generally, a reconstruction of early
laboratories
meat, 90c per crate delivered, pack- models ot and old chemists' shops,
ed 12 and 15, direct from grower; century, andhospitals of the sixteenth
EMPRESS
wk rooms of the period,
will ship one or more. Address Ray built after authentic
and
picplans
can be ok- E. Hutgel, La Junta, Colo.
tures. Another section wni be devoted
to primitive medicine am to charms q tained in this city bora
and amulets.
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
Reeldence Phone Main 384
1,000 lbs., or Mors, Each Del very
v.
pr 1N tfeli
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
.......-.!- ,
pr
200 lbs to 1,000 lbs. Each Dellvsry
.
tr
.:-vvj)b
MONUMENT CO
60 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
o
Albuquerque, N. M.
rv1M M,
......w-4Lsss than 61 Iba, Each Dellvsry
215 E. Central
BrlU.k
23 Years Practical Experience.
K. A. JONES
W. Vf. BOWER!
FOR SALE

40,-00-

Miscellaneous

J

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

m
m

j,

irttl

(73

..

JONES-BOWER-

7l9o
AGUA PURA COMPANY

f Ks mral Irs, U
Harvesters, itorsrs, and Distribute
Wnlek Bare tfa: La
Lasting Qualities
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVCNUC

GEO. H. HUNKER

tfj

1

Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

fane,

OR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentlet
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 412

1

ing tails were hybrids, while those
having long tails were pure breed."
In crossing among themselves tailless dogs, M. de Vilmorin found 75 per
cent without tails. These researches,
M, Perrier said, conformed to the law
of Mendel on hybrids and helped to
clfr the complex problem of heredity.
$20,100,000 to Spam.
The treaty of Paris, December 10,
1898, which terminated the Spanish-America- n
war, provided for a money
payment to Spain (for relinquishing
claim to Porto Rico, Guam and Philippine islands) of $20,000,000, and a
subsequent treaty of November 7,
1900, provided for a further payment
ot 2100,000 for other Philippine
3
.
islands.
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Have you guest from out of town?
Did yovi entertain yoir friends?
Have yovi en item of interest ?
Do you want edveoice information
on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial
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you property for sale?
Do you wnt work or help?
Ha.ve you lost something?
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AUTO BARGAIN

REQUIEM

For sale, 1913 model six cylinder
Chalmers. Practically new; bargain
for quick sale. Inquire Wm. Whalen,
Las Vegas Auto and Machine Co.

MASS FOR

1

CATHOLICS
HARVEY'S

.

OF LAS VEGAS WILL
PRAY IN THE WEST SIDE

IS OPEN

CHURCH
season of tils famous moun
Sat
out
resort
tain
every
Carriage
nrday morning, returning following
A solemn requiem mass will
be
Friday; charges 110.00, transporta c lebrated at 9 o'clock
morn
Thursday
tion, $1.00. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas, ing at the Church of Our Lady of
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's Sorrows, as prdered by the archbishop
of Santa , Fe. All the Catholics of
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
Las Vegas will attend this Imposing
service and In doing this will maniAutomobile stage line to Mora tri- fest their love and esteem for the dead
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- portlff, Pope Pius X. At the same
urday, leaving Las Vegas postofSce time special public prayers are to be
8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. said In all the churches of the CaLeave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas tholic world in order to pray the Holy
6:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5; Ghost to bestow upon the conclave
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good its light and Its power so that a
lor one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop. worthy successor of Pius X may be
419 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 397. appointed and be seated on the pontiAdv.
fical throne of St Peter.
34th

Another Car of Watermelons
and Cantaloupes. The very
best of the Season and prices
N
right. Ng N

Some Particularly Fine
REESTONE

PEACHES

Superior lo the California Peaches

01 (If) Per
I.UUbox
for
IHE DA VS&
THE CASH GROCBF

3 lbs OCc

Not "Heavier Than Air"
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see bow
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other la fully
equal to It Order a sack to-day- -

'

ItLAI

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallot Reynolds. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital$100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid on
At

Time Deposit a

the Home of Ibe Best of Everything Eatable
CHASE
TEAS

ft SANBORN'S
and

GRADUATES OF

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Cooking Apples

COLLEGE

Club breakfast
Romalne.
Adv.

every

Rocky Ford

Mutual

tonight.

day.

Hotel

Cantaloupes

GO

INTO SCHOOL

IS

MONEYS COLLECTED
ERAL

UNDER GEN-

LAWS ARE STATE'S

Finch's Goideft Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Grapes
Tomatoes

Bert A. Van Horn and Miss Mildred
Taylor, of Alamosa, Colo., were married yesterday afternoon.

JOHN

The Plus Ultra class of the First
Methodist church will meet with Mrs,
Anderson, 906 Third street, tomorrow
afternoon.

H.HF

GROCER
AND

u

bmer

professor
of commerce and general secretary of
tho Y. M. C. A. at the New Mexico
College of Agricultural and Mechanic
Arts, was In town today in the interest of the college. In describing the
various advantages offered by the
college to the young people of the
state Mr. Cochrane said that the state
college is now rated by the United
Slates government authorities as No.
6 among the agricultural colleges of
the United States. This high rating
is based partly upon the individual in
struction which the college is able to
give its students because of the small
size of its classes.
Courses are offered not only in agri
culture but In irrigation, civil, electrical and mechanical engineering, gen
eral science and domestic science.
The preparatory department also offers elementary courses in agriculture
and mechanics besides the regular col
lege preparatory course. The depart
ment of commerce also has greatly
strengthened its courses and offers

Superintendent Byron J. Read an
nounces that he will be in his office
at the Castle building, Wednesday,
term tjt court, will meet during
Thursday and Friday from 2 to 4 p. May
m. to consult with patrons regarding the coming week, probably as soon
as Mr. Murphey returns from Denver,
pupils who wish to enter school.
for the purpose of selecting the list
Mr. and Mrs. B. Marcotte, formerly of qualified jurors who will be called
of Las Vegas, but who have recently on to serve during the coming year.
Ined in Fort Worth, Tex., have re- The list to be complied will contain
7it0 nameR frnm lvhiph will bA nhnaan
turned to the West side, where they
advantae
'. Bt"
those
who will be used o both grand I1"
have purchased the old Pat Young
di'iiii
whiie
the
business
taking
rnj petit Juries.
place.
courses may also enroll in other
classes at the college and receive the
Late
a
switch
engine, benefit
Sunday night
A. J. Gerard of the mesa has put
of education and association
sent with some cars to the ice houses
up five ricks of Russian thistle for
under
conditions.
college
feed. Each rick is about 100 feet in the canyon, lost its way in the
The cost of attending the college is
the
with
various
dark
and
ties
hit
long. When cut early, while tender.
low as compared with that in most
the thistle Is said to be an excellent sickening bumps that rent the very oiher Institutions, ranging from 250
sent
Word
was
with
sadness.
earth
feed.
The farmers in the Pakotas
to the offices here of the wayward- to $300 for all expenses during the
use it extensively for their silos.
ness of the recalcitrant
locomotive college year.
In discussing the opportunities for
was
the
sent
out Havwrecker
and
The postoffice has received and dis
graduates, Mr. Cochrane
agricultural
tributed 40 copies of the annual re- ing lassoed the runaway and gotten
out
this field is constantthat
pointed
on
rails
back
the
it
the
return, trip
port ot the agricultural department at
and
that the colleges of
ly widening
Washington. As each book weighs to the yards was begun, but once the
to supply the
are
unable
country
three pounds Las Vegas is now some more the ambitions switch engine demand
men. Under the
trained
for
broke
and
from
its
hit
away
captors
heavier in matters rural than it was
the ties for safety and freedom. When Leever bill just passed, which provides
yesterday.
a large number of field men and
dewy dawn was dimpling the east the for
the demand will be
demonstrators,
into
train
crawled
the
dilapidated
The piers and abutments for the
and
still
greater
by some it is confia
Turkish bath
bridge across the Mora at Watrous yards and asked for
in a short time
that
predicted
dently
and
massage.
have been completed and are ready
will be two jobs for every gradthere
for the steel superstructure, accordB. A. Stevens, the Santa Fe fireman uate in agriculture.
ing to a report received at Santa Fe
That the moral life of the students
who
was the victim of a serious acciState
A.
French
by
Engineer James
will
be well cared for is guaranteed
on
dent
Glorleta
mountain
Saturday
this morning.
evening, is reported to be doing even by the Y. M. C. A., which has the
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Asks About Insane Woman
District .Attorney E. D. Tittman
wants to know about an insane woman who came originally from New
Mexico and whom the federal authorities at Elephant Butte want to turn
over to the state. Under the federal
statute, an immigrant who was Insane
when he came Into this country is to
be deported to his or her native coun-tr- y
and the United States Immigration authorities should look after the
t
case.

PROPERTY

L. J. Cochrane, assistant

DEMURRER IS SUSTAINED
Santa Fe, Aug. 25. The state
court today in an opinion by
Judge Frank W. Parker, affirmed the
lower court in the cases of the State,
ai.pellant, vs. George W. Armljo and
Nathan Salmon, appellees, charged
with violating the brloery statute. The
accusation was that they solicited a
bribe in offering to secure the r
newal next year of the Santa Fe Wa
ter and Light company franchise. A
dictograph hid in a cellar under that
water company office playeiLa part la
the, case. The lower court sustaned,
a demurrer interposed by the de.' .
fendants.
su-pie-

Fe, Aug. 25. L. G. Peach,
justice of the peace at Columbus,
Luna county, today wrote the attorney general's office that the village
trustees of that interesting little prohibition burg on the Mexican border
STanta

demand that he tijrn over to them for
the use of the village the fines that
he collects from bootleggers. Assistant Attorney General Harry S. Clancy
In bis reply referred the trustees and
the justice of the peace to the clause
in the state constitution which provides that all fines collected under
general laws shall be turned into the
state school fund, and advised the
justice of the peace to remit promptly
to the state treasurer every fine he
cj Meets under a general statute.
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Clean cotton
I
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'

ragt
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TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski-

n

ed for the auto.

;

AMERICANS

The civil service department of the
federal government has added a new
requirement in examinations. The
applicant for examination must furnish with his application a photograph of himself, wmeh is to be forwarded to the commission.' This rule
applies to all examinations relating
to all educational tests except fourth
class postmasters and rural carriers.
The requirement is for the purpose of
identification.
Margarito Flores, an old time resident of the West side, died yesterday
atfernoon after an illness of 12 years.
He is survived by a widow, Gregorla
Flores, and mother, Mrs. Imy Martinez. Services will be held tomorrow
morning at 9 oclock from the Church
of Our Lady of Sorrows, and Interment will occur in Mt. Calvary cemetery, under the direction of the Las
Vegas Undertaking company.

Jury Commissioners

E. O. Murphey,
of this city, Apolonlo A. Sena, of

Park Springs, and Jesus Maria Quln-tanof El Cerrlto, appointed at the

JOIN THE

DECLARE

FRFNCH VOLUNTEERS
STARS

AND STRIPES FLOAT
AS THEY
BREEZE
MARCH AWAY

IN

THE

Paris, Aug. 25. The stars and
stripes were seen In the streets of
Paris today alongside the French tri
color when the corps of American
200
marched
volunteers,
strong,
through the city to the St. Lazarre
railroad station to take a train' for
Rouen, where they will be drilled un
der French officers. Among theAmer- American girls waved their handwho have been studying In Paris.
American girls yaved their hand
kerchiefs and clapped their hands as
the slender column of volunteers en
tered the station, while a crowd which
filled the square outside cheered.
Three troop trains will take the Amer
icans, together with some other for
eign volunteers, to the north.
-

Read The Optic Want Ads.

o Stove Repairs
o Don't wait until the last
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minute, let
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We are Sole Agents.
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LverjUnrig in Hardware and furniture
r

or

--

io;

Next to Bridge

9

ALL WORK
GUARANTEED

DONE

AT OUR SHOP

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
Furniture Suitable for any Residence
is sbown in great abundance on
our

floors

separate

dressers,

easy chairs, and hundreds of
single pieces for every part ot

the house for as little as ?.75
to

lOO.OQj

, The range is wide,

indeed, that we ask you to see
instead of reading a price list.

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
"Complete

-

Home

-

Furnishers."

,

IG REDUCTION ON

'

FOR PARTICULARS SE

Chas. Ufeld Company

LET US

your old

Phone r.Tain 379

o

Robert Pincetl, Robert Powers and
Herbert Moore, members of the Dove
patrol of the Las Vegas, troop of the
Eoy Scouts of America, returned yesterday evening from Watrous, near
which place the Scouts have been
camping since Friday evening. The
beys walked in from Onava, where
tho Scouts camped for the night. The
rest of the patrol, Paul Marselle,
George Hite, Kenneth White, Klmer
McCullough, Joe Healy, George Biehl
and Scoutmaster Prentice White, arrived home this morning.
The boys walked to Watrous and
hoofed it back, taking occasional rides
on the equipment wagon. They say
they had a delightful time fishing and
scouting. The trip to Watrous was
made Friday through a pouring rain.
They reached the camp, located on
the Phoenix ranch near the lake,
about 8 o'clock in the evening, pitched
their tents and enjoyed a good night's
sleep after a hearty meal. The long
tramp did not weary the boys to an
appreciable extent.

Clean
or Dye

us have your order. We can furnish
repairs for any stove, heater, furnace
or steam plant made.

COFFEES

THE GRA AF 8? HAY WARD CO. STORE

FINES MUST

FUND

INSTITUTION
AGRICULTURAL
TURNING OUT WELL EQUIPPED STUDENTS

I

STEARNS' STORE

15he

Pears

For sale Cucumbers for pickling.
hene Purple 5623. Adv.

"Mutual Girl"
Theater. Adv.

BIG DEMAND FOR

Peaches

j

See series 26 of "OurMutual Girl.'
Mutual Theater tonight Adv.

DUE MONDAY

jVE f

NEWS

PIUS X

REPOSEJDF

Air.
I
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Garments.

WE CAN PLEASEIYCU

Las Vegas Sfeam Laundry

An Optic Want Ad Will Get

What You Want

When You Want It

if

f

